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ABSTRACT 
In this report we determine the dynamic model of a miniature 
helicopter in hovering flight. Identification procedures for the 
nonlinear terms are also described. The model is then used to design 
several linearized control laws and a neural network controller. The 
controllers were then flight tested on a miniature helicopter flight 
control test bed the details of which are also presented in this report. 
Experimental performance of the linearized and neural network 
controllers are discussed. It was found from experimentation that 
the adaptive neural network technique was able to improve 
helicopter flight performance. 
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CHAPTER I: MOTIVATION, PAST WORK AND THESIS ORGANIZATION 
1.0 Motivation 
The control of helicopters has been recognized as being an 
important nonlinear control problem. As an ongoing project at the 
Real-Time Robot Control Laboratory our goal is to develop a 
miniature flying vehicle with on board computers and navigational 
instruments capable of autonomous flight. A number of applications 
have been identified in commercial and military surveillance which 
require a "stationary eye in the sky" for high-quality imaging. 
Applications include traffic watch, border surveillance, police suspect 
pursuit, and military target identification, and tracking. In these 
applications helicopters are able to provide continuous images of 
fixed or moving targets using accurate, narrow field of view cameras. 
This is a significant advantage over fixed wing surveillance aircraft 
which must make complicated maneuvers to observe stationary 
targets, and use wide-angle, or gimballed cameras to keep the target 
continuously in sight. It also provides a significant advantage over 
balloons or dirigibles which generally have insufficient speed to 
pursue moving targets, and must also use wide-angle cameras. The 
primary advantage of using a helicopter is that it enables the 
effective use of a narrow field of view camera which provides more 
detailed image resolution, and provides for faster image processing 
than wide angle counterparts; thus, enabling the helicopter to fulfill a 
role in both high speed pursuit, as well as stationary target 
recognition. 
1.1 
There has been tremendous interest in the control of military 
helicopters, particularly for stability augmentation control (SAC) in 
high performance piloted vehicles. Requirements for stability 
augmentation have arisen because of the need to reduce pilot 
workload and to improve flying qualities during poor weather 
conditions, low level and night time flight. A number of modern 
linear feedback control schemes have been applied to the stability 
augmentation problem. These include & design techniques, linear 
quadratic regulator designs, eigenstructure assignment techniques 
and feedback linearization techniques (see [19] and [20] for a review 
of these design techniques applied to helicopter SAC). Most of the 
past work involves obtaining a model based on linearizing about an 
operating point and then designing a suitable controller. Work done 
by Meyer, Hunt, and Su [21] is an exception to this. Their control 
design involves transforming the full nonlinear model into a 
constant, decoupled linear model from which classical control design 
methods can be applied. The resulting control law is then 
transformed back in terms of the available control variables. 
Nonlinear adaptive control techniques have also been applied to the 
control of helicopters by Prasad, et a1 (see [22] and [23]). 
In the area .of miniature helicopter flight control there is hardly 
any published work with the exception of the work by Furuta, et a1 
[9 ]  and the control of a constrained helicopter-like vehicle by Kienitz, 
et a1 [24]. In addition, most of this research has been done on 
electrically powered vehicles, and under dynamic restrictions that 
are unrealistic for a free-flight scenario (such as fixing the collective 
pitch angle). Although electric motors make the dynamic model 
easier to derive, they are unsuitable for most reconaissance-type 
applications because they severely limit the helicopter's range, lifting 
capability, and maneuverability due to substantial battery weight. 
Our work has so far uncovered that it is difficult to obtain exact 
parameters for many of the nonlinear terms. Further, there are 
other unmodelled dynamics arising from the dynamics of the 
gasoline engine, flexibilities and backlash in the mechanical linkages, 
dynamics of the servo actuators and sensor electronics. Under these 
circumstances, robust design techniques such as variable-structure 
and adapting neural network control techniques might be necessary 
to obtain robust flight control (see [26] and [27]. These control 
techniques are currently being investigated for flight control 
experiments using our test bed, with the eventual goal being to 
obtain an autonomous flying vehicle. 
1.2 Or~anization of Thesis 
This thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter I1 describes 
the theory of helicopter vertical flight and a model for our laboratory 
helicopter is proposed. Chapter I11 describes our real time control 
system test bed. Control design and experimental results are given 
Chapter IV and a summary of the thesis and a brief discussion along 
with recommendations can be found in Chapter V. 
CHAPTER 11: HELICOPTER DYNAMICS IN HOVERING FLIGHT 
2.0 Introduction 
In this chapter we describe the dynamical model for the 
helicopter in hover using blade element and momentum conservation 
theories. As shown in the simplistic block diagram below (see Figure 
2.1), a hovering helicopter represented by the mass, m, must develop 
rotor thrust, T, equivalent to the weight of the helicopter, W = mg, to 
maintain its hovering condition. 
= mg 
Figure 2.1: Simplistic Free Body Diagram of Hovering Helicopter 
In the sections to follow, we will take an in-depth look at the 
theoretical derivation of a model for a helicopter in vertical flight. 
Then we will add to that model the relevant loss terms to obtain a 
more realistic model. Finally we will present a three equation model 
of the entire helicopter system for vertical flight that we will be 
using for our flight control design. This model will be based on the 
ideal theoretical model and along with other relevant loss terms. 
These terms will be explained and then methods of parameter 
estimation for these models will be presented along with the results 
of these experiments. 
2.1 Theoretical Model for Hovering Helicopter 
Any attempt to understand and model the vertical flight of a 
helicopter requires and understanding of the two main theories of 
helicopter flight: momentum and blade element theories. A dynamic 
model for a helicopter in hover or vertical flight can be obtained 
through a combination of these two theories (see [I] - [3]). 
Momentum theory provides a straight forward explanation of how 
vertical flight is obtained. Unfortunately, this theory doesn't provide 
the indepth analysis for it to be of much use for exact modelling. 
Blade element theory on the other hand provides this indepth look 
into the mathematics but unfortunately at the cost of added 
complexity. In the following sections, we will present the relevant 
portions of both theories based on the work of Johnson [ I ]  and 
Prouty [2] and combine them appropriately to form a theoretical 
model that will also include the relevant loses not initially taken into 
account. 
2.1.1 Momentum Theory 
Momentum theory states that a helicopter obtains thrust to 
counteract the force of gravity through the acceleration of a mass of 
air from an undisturbed condition far above the rotor blades, vo, to a 
finite velocity in the wake below the helicopter, v2. 
Figure 2.2: Induced Velocities in the Vicinity of Hovering Rotor 
(Prouty PI) 
The conditions at the rotor blades are governed by the familiar 
relationship: Force = (mass)*(acceleration). For systems such as 
rotors that accelerate a mass of air on a continuous basis, this can be 
expressed as: Rotor Thrust = (mass flow per second)*(total change in 
flow velocity) or 
T = (mass flOw)Av = pvlAAv = pvlAvz 
sec 
Here p is the air density, v l  is the velocity of the mass of air at the 
rotor blades, A is the rotor disk area, K R ~ ,  where R is the rotor radius 
and v2 is the total change in flow velocity under the assumption that 
vg is zero. A relationship between v l  and v2 can be obtained by 
equating the rate of energy dissipation at the rotor to the rate of 
energy imparted to the wake. These two rates of energy must be 
equal since the rotor and its wake make up a closed system. The 
rate of energy dissipation at the rotor, Er/sec, is 
E,/sec = Force x Velocity = Tvl = p v f ~ v ~  (2.1.2) 
The energy per second imparted to the wake, E,/sec, is the total 
change in kinetic energy. Since we have assumed vo = 0, i.e. no 
kinetic energy far above the rotor, the total change is that value 
found in the wake which is 
It turns out that the mass flow per second in the remote wake, 
m2/sec, is equivalent to the mass flow at the rotor, ml/sec. This is 
due to the Law of Continuity which states that once the flow is 
established, the rate of mass flow will be the same at the rotor and at 
the wake despite the cross-sectional area changing. This allows us to 
wri te  
Now by equating the two rates of energy, (2.1.2) and (2.1.4), we get 
Using this result, we can now write the thrust equation (2.1.1) as a 
function of the induced velocity at the rotor, v l ,  
Although the momentum theory gives us some good insights into 
how the helicopter hovers, it doesn't give us a good look 
geometrically at how the collective pitch and rotational speed effect 
the developed thrust, i.e. how does the blade pitch angle, ec, and the 
rotor blade rotational speed, R, effect v12. 
2.1.2 Blade Element Theory 
In order to obtain a more mathematical model of a helicopter 
in vertical flight we need to investigate the blade element theory. 
This theory looks at a small "element" or section of the blade and the 
lift produced by that "element." Once we determine the amount of 
lift produced by the element, we can integrate along the length of the 
blade and multiply this by the number of blades to obtain the total 
lift developed. Consider the following blade geometry as shown in 
Figure 2.3. 
Figure 2.3: Geometry of Blade Element (Prouty [2]) 
In Figure 2.3, R represents the rotational speed of he blades in 
rad/sec, R is the radius of the rotor bIades in meters and c is the 
chord length of the rotor blades in meters. The incremental lift, AL, 
for a blade element, Ar, (from blade element theory) will be 
where q is the local dynamic pressure and cl is the local lift 
coefficient. The local dynamic pressure, q, is given as (see [2, p.111) 
The local lift coefficient, cl, can be written as 
where a is the slope of the lift curve'per radian (typically given as 
a=5.73 rad-1) and a is the local angle of attack. The local angle of 
attack can be understood from the following end view of a rotor 
blade: 
Figure 2.4: Orientation of Blade Element (Prouty [2]) 
Here 8 is the collective pitch of the rotor blades, $ is the inflow angle 
which is determined by the angle produced between the elements 
horizontal velocity, V, = Qr, and the induced velocity, v l .  The inflow 
angle can be written as, 
$1 = tan-' (2) 
This can be reduced to 
using a small angle approximation. Since the rotor blades typically 
are pitched no more than 10" maximum ( and we are also physically 
limited to pitch angles of less than lo0), this is a safe approximation 
to make. 
As shown in Figure 2.4 above, the local angle of attack can be 
written as 
and thus the local lift coefficient becomes 
Combining (2.1.7), (2.1.8), and (2.1.12), we get the following 
relationship for the incremental lift developed by the blade element. 
Before we integrate the incremental lift in (2.14) to obtain the total 
lift produced, we must address the issue of ideal and linear twist of 
the rotor blades. It is desired for structural reasons to have the rotor 
blades produce a constant lift over the entire length of the blades. 
This constant lift will require a consistent structural strength 
throughout the length of the blade. However, since the tip velocity is 
much greater than the velocity near the hub, the developed lift will 
be much greater at the tip than near the hub for a given pitch thus 
requiring greater structural strength near the tip. In order to get a 
constant developed lift, we would like to twist the blades so that the 
pitch is smaller near the tip and larger near the hub, Ideally we 
would like to have the following "ideal twist", 
Here et is the pitch at the tip of the rotor blade. Because of difficulty 
in constructing a blade with an ideal twist, rotor blades are typically 
built with a linear twist: 
where 80 is the pitch of the blade at the hub and etw is the angle of 
twist or washout between the center of rotation and the tip. It . 
should be noted that in our case, RC helicopters have straight blades 
(i.e. no linearly twisted blades). 
For now, we will assume that we are dealing with an ideally 
twisted blade and make a correction via the thrust coefficient, CT, 
later in the derivation. If we use the expression for an ideally 
twisted blade (2.15) and substitute it into (2.14) we get, 
Next we can write the inflow angle, $=(vl/Rr), as 
where Q t  is the inflow angle at the tip. Substituting this into the 
incremental lift equation and simplifying we get 
Now integrating over the entire length of the rotor blade we get 
Multiplying the lift developed from a single blade by the total 
number of blades, b, gives us the total thrust developed: 
where o . ~ ~ ( R R ) Z  is the dynamic pressure based on the tip velocity, 
bcR is the total blade area, a is the slope of the lift curve, and 
0 . 5 ( 0 ~ - @ ~ )  is the effective angle of attack for the ideally twisted blade. 
The above equation is often simplified by introducing a thrust 
constant, CT, to replace the slope of the lift curve and the angle of 
attack. 
where, 
and o represents the solidity ratio 
- Total blade area = bcR - bc o - 
Disk area X ~ 2  XR , (2.1.24) 
Using the solidity ratio and the thrust coefficient, CT, we can write 
We now have the rotational speed, R ,  worked into the thrust 
equation but we still need to express 'it in terms of the collective 
pitch and to take into account the fact that we don't have an ideally 
twisted blade. Both of these factors will be taken up in the following 
paragraphs as we derive the thrust coefficient for our helicopter with 
a given collective pitch and a straight, untwisted blade. 
From [ l ]  we have that for a blade with a constant chord, c, a 
linear twist (9 = 80 + d t w  = 9.75 + (r--75)8t W) and assuming the inflow 
angle, I$, is constant, we get 
Here 8.75 is the pitch of the rotor blade at 75% radius. This turns out 
to be the effective mean radius of an ideally twisted blade. The 
above expression gives us CT expressed in terms of the pitch angle, 
collective pitch, and the inflow ratio, $. We would like to express CT 
as a function of pitch alone as the inflow ratio is nearly impossibIe to 
measure. In order to do this, we need to combine momentum and 
blade element theories. If we equate the thrust equation from 
momentum theory (2.1.6) with that developed from blade element 
theory (2.1.25) and use the inflow ratio (2.1.11) expressed at the tip 
of the rotor blade, we get the following relationship between the 
inflow ratio (angle) and the thrust coefficient during hover: 
From [I]  (see pp. 52-53), we are given the relationship between the 
inflow ratio (angle) and the collective pitch at 75% of the radius of 
the rotor blade, em75, for a linearly twisted blade with a constant 
chord as 
Combining (2.1.27) and (2.1.28) results in the expression 
which gives us 
Finally, we can manipulate the above equation to solve CT with 
respect to the pitch, 8.75. Note that in our case the pitch at 75% of the 
radius will be the same as the pitch over the entire blade. Therefore, 
we will replace 8.75 by ec which will represent the collective pitch of 
the rotor blades from this point on. This manipulation will give us 
the following equation for the thrust coefficient: 
Combining this equation with (2.1.25) we get the following equation 
for the thrust produced for a given rotational speed and collective 
pitch: 
where CT is described in (2.1.31). 
2.1.3 Assumptions and Losses 
The above theoretical work and the resulting equation for 
thrust developed (2.1.31) and (2.1.32) has been based on several 
assumptions. In this section we will list the most important of those 
assumptions and then for each we will either justify them or 
introduce terms to represent the various effects. The most important 
of these assumptions are the following: 
(a) The lifting portion of the blade extends from the hub to the 
tip of the bIade. 
(b) Induced velocities are uniform over the entire disk. 
(c) The blades have ideal twist. 
(d) The blades are torsionally rigid and thus no structural 
twisting occurs. 
(e) Blades have a constant chord, no taper. 
( f )  The wake does not rotate. 
(g) Angle of attack is not affected by the tip vortices. 
(h) Airfoil lift and drag characteristics are the same as the 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) 
0012 characteristics in Figure 1.10 of Prouty [2]. 
(i) Airfoil characteristics are not a function of local stall or 
compressibility effects. 
(j) No effects due to radial flow. 
(k) The rotor is far above the ground, no ground effect. 
(1) No loss due to airflow over body of helicopter, no parasitic 
drag.  
As for the first assumption, (a), we assumed when integrating 
the incremental lift (2.1.19) along the entire length of the blade that 
this same incremental lift was produced at the hub all the way out to 
the tip. In reality the amount of lift produced will drop off near the 
hub and again at the tip as shown in Figure 2.5 (see also [2, p.341). 
" 
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Figure 2.5: Theoretical & Realistic Lift Distributions (Prouty [2]) 
One way to take this effect into account is to integrate the 
incremental lift from some xoR to BR where xo is the fraction of the 
root cutout and BR is the effective outer radius. These values are 
chosen such that the area under the theoretical curve out to BR is the 
same as the area under the actual lift curve out to R. It turns out 
that both the root cutout and the tip loss effects can be included into 
an empirical equation for B that was first derived by Prandtl and 
Betz which gives good correlation to numerical method 
determinations (see [ I ,  p.591 and [2, p.341). The result is, 
where b is the number of blades. The main idea here is that we can 
replace a blade of radius R that has tip and root cutout losses with a 
blade that has radius BR and no tip or root losses. Next, if we solve 
for the thrust coefficient (Equation 2.1.31) over the range of 
available collective pitch angles (0.00 to 10.00 degrees), we can see 
that B is limited to the following range, 0.9463 to 1.0000. Therefore, 
a safe assumption will be to assume that B = 0.9569 which 
corresponds to the collective pitch being 7.16 degrees which is where 
we will typically run the helicopter. Therefore, if we assume that 
our blade has an effective radius of 0.9569R, our theoretical model 
should match more closely to the actual observed helicopter 
response. 
As for (b), it turns out that the induced velocities will not be 
uniform and as a result our equation for the theoretical thrust 
developed will not be quite correct. The assumption that the air 
moves smoothly and uniformly through the rotor blades neglects the 
fact that the helicopter body sits below the rotor disk area and takes 
up area where we would like to push air through. This will result in 
measurable loss in thrust developed. We will use the symbol, Dconst, 
to represent this loss. There will also be other causes for the 
nonuniform airflow other than the body of the helicopter like wind 
blowing across the wake or having a nonideally twisted blade. 
However, the constant drag due to the body of the helicopter seems 
to be the major cause for losses here assuming there is negligible 
wind present. As a result, we will need to take into account in the 
proposed model this constant loss term. As there seems to be no 
straightforward way to determine this value, we will have to rely on 
the parameter estimation work for the proposed model to obtain this 
result as accurately as possible. 
Assumption (c), the blades have an ideal twist has already 
been dealt with. As previously mentioned, helicopters are not made 
with ideally twisted blades due to difficulty of construction and thus 
we must make appropriate modifications to correct for this in our 
model as was handled via the determination of the thrust coefficient, 
CT. 
Assumption (d), the rotor blades are rigid is not entirely true 
for full scale helicopters and thus dynamic twisting of the rotor 
blades should be taken into account. The main concern here is that 
as the blades begin to twist, the angle of attack will change and the 
resulting lift will vary. This will cause descrepancies in correlating 
measured thrust with measured collective pitch. But, since both 
power and thrust are effected by the same degree, small angular 
differences in the twist will have little or no effect on power to 
thrust relationships. In our case, the small scale of our helicopter 
will help us. The blades of our helicopter are much stronger in 
relation to the amount of torsion that they will see than their 
counterparts on Iarge scale helicopters. Therefore, it would be 
expected that only a minimal amount of twisting of the blade wilI be 
seen and that this assumption should hold for our situation. 
We will also not have to concern ourselves with assumption (e) 
which requires that the blades have no taper. As our blades are 
straight and have no taper, this wiIl not be a concern. It should be 
mentioned though that blades made with a taper as shown in Figure 
2.6 actually can be made to be more efficient, aerodynamically. A 
tapered rotor however causes some difficulties when attempting to 
model it. Fortunately, this wiIl not be a concern in our case. 
Figure 2.6: Tapered Rotor Blades (Prouty [2]) 
As for assumption (f), the wake rotates due to the blade 
rotation (see Figure 2.7 below). 
Root Vortex Tip Vortex 
Figure 2.7: Wake Rotation (Prouty [2]) 
In the above figure, !2 is the rotational speed of the rotors and o is 
the induced wake rotation. This wake rotation will result in some of 
the input power being lost to wake rotation instead of all of it going 
to producing lift. This effect can be thought of as a drag on the airfoil 
and the faster the rotational speed the more loss we will see in terms 
of power. As far as the thrust equation goes, we are not really 
concerned with the amount of power it takes to produce the lift but 
more with the resulting lift generated from a given rotational speed 
and collective pitch. We will however need to take this effect into 
account when we consider the equation representing the combustion 
engine output, the rotation speed equation (2.2.8-9), and how 
throttle effects the resulting rotational speed. This effect will be 
taken into account in the proposed model in the second and third 
terms of the rotational velocity equation (2.2.8-9). 
This brings us to assumption (g) that the angle of attack will be 
effected by tip vortices. In the following diagrams (Figure 2.8 and 
Figure 2.9) one can see how tip vortices will in fact effect the angle of 
attack as each following blade goes through an area in which the air 
has been disturbed by the previous blade. This is an area in which 
many people are still attempting to model the air flow. As a result, 
there isn't much we can do as far as modifications to our thrust 
equation to take this effect into account. Therefore, we will have to 
depend on parameter estimation work for the proposed model to 
take into account the change in the angle of attack due to tip vortices. 
Figure 2.8a 
Figure 2.8b Z: 
Figure 2.8: (a) Tip Vortex Locations with and (b) without Wake 
Contraction (Prouty [2]) 
Figure 2.9: Tip Vortex Interference (Prouty [2]) 
Assumptions (h) and (i) deal with the actual characteristics of 
the airfoils of the rotor blades. The first deals with the lift and drag 
characteris tics below stall and drag divergence. According to [2] 
most rotor blades use airfoils with characteristics similar to the 
NACA 0012 characteristics in this range. As a result, we will assume 
that the airfoil of our rotor blades will also exhibit similar 
characteristics to that of the NACA 0012 standard and assume that 
any differences can be made up in the parameter estima~tion 
experiments. The second of these two assumptions deals with stall 
and, drag divergence which limit the maximum forward speed and 
maneuvering capability of the helicopter. Since we are primarily 
interested in hovering flight in this paper, we can neglect the 
concerns regarding assumption (i) as we will not be flying near the 
regions where stall and drag divergence can have a significant affect 
on hover performance. 
This brings us to assumption Cj) that there will be no effect due 
to radial flow. According to [2], radial' flow is the result of molecules 
in (contact with the rotor blade flowing along the rotor blade due to 
centrifugal pumping, wake contraction, spanwise pressure gradient, 
and undeveloped tip vortices. Studies have shown that this flow can 
be either inboard or outboard depending on these four effects. The 
conclusion of [2] which is based on what is known of the problem at 
this time is that it is acceptable to neglect radial flow. Therefore, we 
wi1.l. also neglect the effect of radial flow. 
The ground effect assumption (k) is important to take into 
account when flying near the ground especially since we will not be 
fly:ing our helicopter at great heights due to the fact that it is 
mounted on a stand. Ground effect is due to the reduction of power 
required to produce a given thrust when flying near the ground. The 
ground influences the performance of the helicopter through its 
constraint of the rotor downwash or wake. This constraint has the 
eff&t of increasing the lift forces thus reducing the amount of power 
required when flying near the ground. The ground effect is a 
function of the distance above the ground. We will assu:me the 
fol.lowing form which is based on [ l ,  p.1241: 
In the above equation, T represents the thrust at some height, z, and 
T, represents the thrust at some distance very far above ground. 
Rotor performance measurements show that ground effect is 
negligible when the helicopter rotor is more than one dia.meter, 2R, 
above the ground [I]. We can see this relationship in Figure 2.10 
below. Since our helicopter will sit on a stand that place:; the rotor 
above one diameter, we will be able to neglect this term. 
Ratio of Height to Rotor Radius, z/R 
Figure 2.10: Ground Effect: Thrust Increase at Constant Power (Johnson [ 
Finally we come to assumption (1) which assumes that the 
airflow over the body of the helicopter while descending or climbing 
has no effect on the thrust produced. There will be a drag produced 
called parasitic drag that will result in losses to the thrust when 
moving through the air. The loss in thrust we will see as the 
helicopter moves through the air will be of the form 
where f is the parasitic drag area and i is the vertical velocity of the 
helicopter. This term will be taken into account in the position 
equation and as with above, we will rely on the parameter 
estimation schemes to determine the value of f. 
All of the above assumptions must be taken into account along 
with the theoretical thrust equation to obtain an accurate model. In 
the next section, we will propose a model that attempts to take into 
account many of these factors at least approximately if not exactly. 
2.2 light 
In this section we will propose a form of the model for the 
miniature helicopter based on the theoretical model derived earlier 
and the various loss terms not originally taken into account in this 
derivation. Although miniature helicopters are functionally similar 
to their full-scale counterparts, there are a few differences (mainly 
in rotor construction) which require modification to the normal 
thn~s t  equations used to model full-scale helicopters. Foir example, 
the model helicopter has straight rotor blades instead of linearly 
twisted blades as is the case for real helicopters (see [ I ]  and [2]). 
Another significant difference between our model helicopter and a 
full-scale helicopter is that our helicopter compensates for the lack of 
a flapping and lead-lag hinges (see (21 and [3]) by using a teetering 
hinge which produces the same effect (see [3]). The use of a 
teetering rotor will not be a concern for modelling the hovering 
helicopter in constrained vertical flight; however, the nlontwisted 
blades will need to be taken into account as mentioned e:arlier. The 
form of our model will be separated into three equations: vertical 
position of the heIicopter, collective pitch of the blades, and 
rotational velocity of the main rotor. In each case we will state the 
equation and discuss the necessity of each component. Then we wiIl 
propose methods by which the unknown constants can be 
determined. 
2.2.1 Position Equation 
The basic positional equation will be of the followir~g form: 
where, 
an  ti 
221 .1  Description 
The first term on the right hand side of (2.2.1) is the main 
thrustflift term which is based on the momentum and blade element 
theories of vertical flight as described in the first half of this chapter 
(sea Equation 3.1.32). In this case we have replaced the p b c ~ 3 / a  in 
(2.l.32) with a constant K1 which we will determine later through 
parameter identification techniques. The second term is the 
acceleration due to gravity acting on the helicopter. The: third term 
in Equation (2.2.1) represents damping in the flight test stand 
especially due to the piston mounted to offset the weight of the 
helicopter. The fourth term represents the resistence to motion of 
the helicopter as a result of assumption (1). Here, we wi:ll replace 
p f /2m by K3 which will represent the parasitic drag loss. Finally, the 
last. term is the constant drag, Dconst. The constant drag which we 
will represent by parameter, Kq, is due mainly to the fact that the 
area taken up by the helicopter body itself will reduce tlhe amount of 
lift force that can be produced from the blades. As mentioned earlier 
the helicopter body takes up area through which the bla.des would 
push air through if the helicopter body was not present. This drag 
loss should be small though as the majority of the thrust is produced 
in ,the middle of the blade instead of at the root or the tip. Finally in 
equation 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, we may take into account tip lclsses by 
determining the effective radius of the blade as, 
where a good selection for B will be 0.9569 which corresponds to a 
col1:ective pitch of 7.16 degrees (see assumption (a)). Equation 2.2.2 
rela~tes the thrust coefficient, CT, to the collective pitch, 8,:, as 
developed in equation 2.1.31. If we plug in the values for the slope 
of ,the lift curve, a, and the solidity ratio, a, we get 
2.2.. 1.2 Proposed Methods of Parameter Determination and Model 
Verification 
In order to determine the non z related terms, we will hover 
the helicopter at constant positions above the ground. This will cause 
the third and fourth terms to drop out of the equation lelaving us 
wit.h the thrust/lift term, gravitational force, and the constant drag 
terin. First we can determine K1 by adding known amounts of 
weight to the helicopter and hovering it at a fixed heigh,t above the 
ground and at a fixed rotational speed. Here the constant drag term 
will be constant for all of the various loading tests. Frorr~ this we 
determined that K1 was equal to 0.25. Next, we determined the 
cor~stant drag term, Kq, by taking data while hovering at several 
different heights. In this manner we determined Kq to be equal to 
7.86 ms-2. Once we have determined K1 and Kq, we will look at step 
responses in throttle and collective pitch which will resullt in vertical 
motion of the helicopter. From this data we were able tlo determine 
the damping constant, K2 , and the parasitic drag constant, K3, by 
fitting the step response data curves. From these results., we 
obtained K2 equals 0.10s-1 and K3 equals 0.10m-l. 
2.2.2 Combustion Engine and Rotational Velocity Equation 
The rotor blade rotational velocity equation will have the 
following form: 
over a given range of rotational speed, S2 E [130,150] rad./sec. 
2.2.2.1 Description 
The first term in Equation (2.2.6) is a damping tenn that 
opposes the motion of the rotor blades. This is realistic iis friction 
within the rotor gears and the gasoline engine will produce an 
opposing torque that will tend to slow the rotational speed. The 
second term in (2.2.6) is an air drag loss for the rotationid speed. 
The effective area of the blades cutting through the air is bRcsin(8,) 
(set: Figure 2.1 1 below). 
Figure 2.11: Effective Drag Area of Rotor Blades 
As this area becomes larger, the drag on the blades will also increase. 
The: third term is a drag term that is constant with respect to the 
colllective pitch. We can think of this as the drag on the blade when 
the collective pitch is zero. Obviously, there will still be some 
opposition to the motion of the blades even when they are pitched 
level, ec=O. The final term is due to the input to the thrlottle servo. 
As we would expect there will be some delay in the engine's 
response to changes in the throttle input. From our step response 
experiments on the engine, we note that this delay is negligible. 
Exactly how the throttle input effects the rotational speed of the 
blades and the engine is not precisely known as the dynamics of 
thermal processes are not well understood in terms of linear or 
nonlinear models which can simply be written down. However, we 
observed that the throttle input linearly effects the angular 
acceleration near the typical hovering rotational velocitie:~. It should 
be added though that there are several external factors which the 
above model does not take into account such as air/fuel/lubricant 
mixture, the temperature, humidity, etc. As a result, thle helicopter's 
performance will change from day to day and even from experiment 
to experiment. Therefore, we will rely on parameter estimation 
experiments to obtain a set of nominal values about which we expect 
to operate the engine. Finally, note that all of the five unknown 
co~~stants  have been divided by the rotor's effective inertia, Ir, which 
also includes the inertia of the motor reflected through the gears. 
2.2.2.2 Proposed Methods of Parameter Determination a~nd Model 
Verification 
The rotational speed equation constants may turn out to be the 
most difficult to determine as a result of the variations i.n plant 
output from day to day as mentioned above. Keeping this in mind, 
we can start by dropping the delay term since flight experiments 
have shown this to be negligible. Next we can reduce th~e number of 
terms in our equation setting the collective pitch to zero and by 
run.ning the helicopter at a constant rotational velocity. 'This will 
leave us with an equation with Kg, Kg, Kg and Kg terms remaining. 
Moving the Kguh term to the left and dividing through b:y Kg gives 
us the following equation: 
- - - K* uth = K j n  + K6n2 - Kg , where, K* = - . 
K8 (2.2.8) 
We can determine a set of steady state pairs ( a ,  uth) for the given 
range of rotational speeds during hover. Plugging these steady state 
pairs into (2.2.9), we will get a set of linear equations for the 
- - 
variables K5, & and G, which can be written as shown below: 
This can be written more simply as Ax = b. Since it is uinlikely that 
an exact solution will be obtainable, a Moore-Penrose left psuedo- 
- - 
inverse will be used to obtain the least-squares error fit for K5, & 
and Kg (see [8]). 
Plugging in our experimental data and applying the above psuedo- 
inverse, we get the following least-squares result: 
With these results we can write the following: 
uth = 6.4338*R + 0.0257R2 + 127.9412 (2.2.12) 
We: now substitute this result into the equation for S2 which gives us, 
In order to determine Kg, we will look at step response data we 
obtained for the throttle steps with zero pitch. By writing a simple 
sirr~ulation code called omegasim-f, we were able to adjust Kg until 
our simulated step response matched a similar step response from 
actual flight data. In this manner we found Kg to be approximately 
0.1088. Finally, this leaves us with determining K7w2sin€It. In order 
. to determine our final parameter for the gasoline and rotational 
speed equation, we ran a series of steady-state experimcznts for 
various pitch and throttle settings. ~ r o m  this experimen~tal data and 
(2.:1.13), we were able to determine the best K7 to fit the flight 
results. This value was determined to be 0.0050. Now, putting all of 
these parameters together, we get the following final forim of our 
proposed gasoline and rotational velocity equation as 
2.2,.3 Collective Pitch Equation 
The basic collective pitch equation will have the following form: 
2.2..3.1 Description 
The first term represents the force input produced by the 
collective pitch servo actuating the collective pitch mechanism to the 
desired position. The second term is a damping term due to the 
linkages and the built in servo gear ratio. From our experience with 
Futaba servo systems we know that this system will naituralIy have 
sorne damping. The third term represents the draglresiistence to 
motion due to the blade striking the air. Since we will always be 
operating with a positive collective pitch, the blade will naturally 
tend to move towards a position of least resistance. Note, that all of 
the three unknown constants incIude a divide by the inertia of the 
blades and mechanical linkages, 10, about the collective pitch axis. 
2.2.3.2 Proposed Methods of Parameter Determination and Model 
Vr:rification 
In order to determine the unknown constants, Klo -. K12, a 
potentiometer was mounted on the collective pitch servo to measure 
the exact magnitude of the pitch. Ideally, we would like: to mount 
the potentiometer directly to the blades but given the physical 
lin~itations, we couId only measure the servo position. Note that as a 
result, we will not be able to take into account flexing in the drive 
links from the servo to the blades. Effects of backlash will also be 
ignored. The first step in determining these constants would be to 
compare the input, ue,, to the measured blade pitch, 8,, as seen at 
the servo. This will be done in steady state while the helicopter is at 
rest which results in all but the first term dropping out of the 
equation. From this, we are able to determine f ( ~ ~ , , 8 ~ )  by comparing 
the servo inputs to the measured collective pitch. Since the resulting 
collective pitch seems to behave in a linear fashion with respect to 
the collective pitch servo input, ue,, we will attempt to determine a 
least squares fit for f(ue,,8,) = AlueC + A2 - 8,. Taking a series of 
ste:ady state pairs (ue,,8,), we can write 
(2.2.17) 
Using a Moore-Penrose left psuedoinverse, we determined, 
Next we considered step response data while the helicopter is at rest 
to determine K10 and K11. Note that while the helicopter is at rest 
(Q = O), the third term drops out which allows us to detlermine the 
remaining constants, K10 and K11, by fitting the step response results. 
Using a piece of simulation code called pitchsim.f and the results 
fro-m a couple of step responses for the collective pitch, .we were able 
to determine that K10 = 800.0s-2 and K11 = 65.0s-1 provide the best 
fit to these curves. The next thing to do would be to loolk at steady- 
state pitch while the rotor blades are in motion. This would add in 
the third term from which we should be able to determine K12. 
However, flight tests have shown that the rotational speed has a 
negligible effect on the pitch position and thus we can dirop the 
K12f22sine, term. This seems to be a result of the internal position 
con~trol loop of the servo subsystems which keep the collective pitch 
at a constant position. 
2.3 Conclusions 
In this chapter we have presented and discussed the relevant 
theories of helicopter vertical flight. We have also related these 
results along with a general knowledge of the dynamics of servo 
motors to propose a model for the miniature radio contrlolled 
he1:icopter used in the real-time robot control laboratory. We have 
given reasoning for each of the terms making up our three equations 
determining hovering dynamics. Finally, we have outlined methods 
by which the unknown constants can be determined anld have 
pointed out possible problem areas for verifying this model given the 
available resources. 
3.01 Introduction 
In this chapter we will describe the test bed set up in the 
laboratory for real-time flight control experiments and inodel 
identification (see [28] for a detailed description of the test bed). The 
helicopter test bed system combines the necessary hard7ware and 
software to achieve real-time digital flight control and data 
acqjuisition for a miniature helicopter. The system is conlprised of a 
microcomputer, a miniature helicopter mounted on a flying stand, 
and an assortment of sensors and interface electronics. Figure 3.1 
shows the overall system organization, where the arrows indicate the 
direction of command or information flow. 
MENU INTERFACE 
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Figure 3.1 : Test Bed System Organiication 
This diagram illustrates the basic functional boundaries of the 
system, and the subsequent discussion of the test bed fo:llows along 
these general lines of organization. The particular hardware 
elements associated with each of the subsystems in Figure 3.1 will be 
discussed in greater detail in the following sections; however, Figure 
3.2 shows how the hardware is grouped. The three major hardware 
divi.sions consist of: the test-bed computer, the interface electronics, 
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Figure 3.2: Test Bed Hardware Block Diagram 
In ai typical application the Central Processing Unit (CPU) controls a 
set of counterftimers which generate Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) 
control signals. These control signals are buffered by an interface 
and sent out to the helicopter servos. Any resulting change in the 
helicopter state due to servo action will be measured by the sensors 
and fed back through the interface electronics to the computer. 
Analog feedback signals are converted to digital signals by the 
computer and the necessary control action is determined by the CPU 
according to the seIected control law. Based on the controll law the 
CPU adjusts the counter/timers to produce appropriate PWM servo 
com~mand signals. 
3.1 The Menu Interface 
The menu interface program is written in C language and is 
com~prised of a variety of options that allow the user to directly 
servo the helicopter control surfaces, select appropriate control laws 
and collect data. Appendix A contains a detailed descript:ion of each 
of the menu selections and Appendix B contains a listing of the 
software. 
3.2 The Servo Subsvstem 
The servo subsystem is a collection of hardware and software 
items that allows independent control of the helicopter's five servo 
mechanisms. Each of the servo mechanisms operates as an 
independent, closed-loop positioning system for a particullar control 
surface. Each servo is controlled by PWM input signal generated by 
a counter/timer. The software which controls the timers (srv0drv.s) 
is written in assembly language, and more information about its 
operation can be found in the software listing in Appendix. B. Figure 
3.3 shows the general organization of the servo subsystem. 
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Figure 3.3: Servo Subsystem Block Diagram 
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Th.e CPU encodes the desired servo position as the width (in 
T i e r  
Latch 
microseconds) of the PWM servo signal. This digital wo:rd 
C, 
cpu 
representing the PWM is loaded into one of the five timer latches. 
+ 
- . . a  _ ... A 
The appropriate latch is selected based on which servo we desire to 
#1 
Single-Shot 
T i e r  
update. A continuous, 20ms trigger timer runs independently of the 
Buffer 
CF'U and triggers the servo timers to output pulses whose widths 
co:rrespond to the current value loaded in the timer latches. The 
resulting pulses are buffered by the interface electronics (see [28] for 
scllematic diagrams) and run through an umbilical cord out to the 
ap:propriate helicopter servo. 
The servo modules, themselves, are quite complica.ted and each 
co~ntains its own, independent, closed-loop positioning system. Figure 
3.4t shows a simplified block diagram of how these modules function. 
Figure 3.4: Servo Module 
The PWM inputs to the servo module triggers an internal one-shot 
which generates a pulse of known width. The width of this known 
signal is compared to the unknown width of the input signal, and the 
width difference in these 2 pulses generates the commarld signal. 
The command signal is summed with a feedback signal from an 
internal position potentiometer to generate an error signal which 
drives the servo motor. The servo output drive shaft is then coupled 
to a helicopter control surface through (sometimes highly 
complicated) mechanical linkages. 
With the configuration that we have chosen, our servo system 
is capable of accepting commands at any time from the CPU, and in 
the absence of a CPU update, will self-generate commands to hold its 
current position. The positioning system has roughly 10 bit 
positional accuracy over the range of helicopter control surface 
motion; however, this varies slightly from control surface: to control 




















3.3 The Data Collection Subsystem 
The data collection subsystem (DCS) is a collection of signal 
corlditioning electronics, and software (assembly and C language) 
routines working together to monitor and record the parameters of 
interest. Although the actual sensors are an integral part of the data 
collection process they will not be discussed here beyond their 
output characteristics. Detailed discussion of the sensors themselves 
may be found in the section on the helicopter and flight stand (see 
section 3.5). Figure 3.5 shows the general organization of the DCS. 
The first two data signals come from potentiometers which measure 
the helicopter elevation and the collective pitch angle. These analog 
sig:nals are level shifted, and scaled in order to take adviantage of the 
full: input range of our analog to digital converter. Once they are 
shifted and scaled they are multiplexed to a 12 bit AID converter 
which is read by the CPU. 
Collective Level Shift 
Pitch Pot & Scaling Mux 
Optical Active Comparatol Schmidt Co,t, L Sensor ) Level Shift ) Trigger * - 
Figure 3.5: Data Collection Subsystem Block Diagram 
The third signal is an active low, digital, once per (motor) revolution 
pulse produced by a hall-effect switch. The pulse train created by 
the hall-effect switch is fed into a frequency to voltage converter 
that produces an analog signal which is directly proportional to the 
frequency of the incoming pulses (and thus, the motor speed). This 
analog signal is lowpass filtered and also multiplexed into the A D  to 
the CPU. 
The fourth signal is a back-up, optical tachometer used for 
measuring the rotor speed. The tachometer operation is described in 
the helicopter and flight stand discussion, but for our discussion here 
it is sufficient to know that the sensor produces a periodic signal 
which coincides with the passing of gear teeth on the main rotor 
gear. This periodic signal has a DC offset which is removed by an . 
active level shifter, and the shifted signal drives a comparator (open 
loop op amp) which produces a square wave that swings between the 
supply rails. The comparator output is further scaled and offset to 
act as a clocking signal that drives a schmidt trigger. Th.e schmidt 
trigger, in turn, clocks an eight bit counter which keeps a running 
count of the number of gear teeth that have passed. The: output of 
this counter is made available to the CPU via a parallel port (PIA) on 
the: computer. The current value of the tooth counter is read at 
regular intervals and by considering the previous count and several 
system dependent parameters (total number of gear teeth, sampling 
time, etc.), the rotor speed may be calculated. 
In a typical application, a regularly timed interrupt is used to 
initiate the data acquisition sequence, which consists of reading three 
successive channels of the A D  converter. A separate interrupt 
initiates the reading of the optical tachometer. The tree in Figure 3.6 
shows how we accomplish this with our software. 
generates int identify and generates int 
every 20 ms process int evay 20 ms 
Timer ill CPU Timer 113 
I I I 
saves registers 
resets timer sia2 sis3 resets timer 




calls C routine 7- *-pmfOrm 
restores re,g 
req raw data check ctr rollover 
&vens data I 0ptis.c I m v m t  to omega 
omega averaging 
selects MUX 
Figure 3.6: Data- Collection Software Tree 
A counteritimer is used to generate an interrupt every :!Oms which 
initiates the data acquisition sequence. The CPU processt:s and 
ide:ntifies the interrupt and executes the appropriate in1:errupt 
service routine (isr). The isr saves register values, resets; the 
inte:rrupt timer, and hands execution over to a data acquisition and 
storage routine. The acquisition routine initiates the data retrieval 
pro'cess by calling a series of routines that read the A D  converter 
and transform the returned (12 bit integer) values into appropriate 
quantitative measures (radians, radiansisec, etc). These converted 
values are then stored in global variables for use in other parts of 
the software, or in data arrays that can be uploaded to a mainframe 
for further analysis. A similar process applies for the optical 
tacllometer data acquisition, and further software details can be 
found in Appendix B. 
3.4 The Control Subsystem 
The control subsystem is very similar to the data ;acquisition 
subsystem in that it operates through the same interrup,t service 
routine. Figure 3.7 shows the basic control system configuration. 
Once valid data has been collected, the control subsystem compares 
the actual output variabIes to the desired values and computes a 
control signal. This control signal is translated into the :required 
senro commands and the appropriate pulse width counts are loaded 
to the appropriate timer latches. In the current setup we have the 
ability to close control loops about rotor speed or hover altitude. 
From the menu we can also select different types of con1:rollers for 
each loop (linearized state feedback or neural network control) and 
vary the control parameters. This configuration, although somewhat 
code intensive, gives us maximum control flexibility for testing the 
system from the menu. We also have the capability to select various 
test modes, which include manual control, automatic hover, 
sinusoidal responses, and open or closed loop step responses. 
generates int identify and 
every 20 ms process int 
resets timer sisrll 
calls C routine 
restores reg 
sel celr type 
calc celr cmd 
send crnd to srvo I 
writes cmd to 
tima latches srv0drv.s 
Figure 3.7: Control Software Trec: 
3.5 The Helico~ter and Flight Stand 
The helicopter chassis is an X-Cell model 50 radio lcontrol 
aircraft manufactured by Miniature Aircraft, Florida, USA,, It is 
powered by a 0.5in3 displacement two-cycle combustion engine 
made by Webra Model-Building Inc (Germany). The helicopter has 
five servo mechanisms which control the throttle, rotor collective 
- pitch, cyclic pitch, and tail rotor pitch (inputs to the cyclic and tail 
rotor pitch produce body pitch, roll, and yaw angular motions). 
Computer control eliminates the need for the radio transmitter and 
receiver, however, we chose to keep them in place to serve as an 
emergency back up system. 
Figure 3.8: Miniature Helicopter and Flight Stand 
Figure 3.8 shows the basic helicopter and flight stand configuration. 
This type of flying stand is a commercially available from Whiteman 
Inclustries, but has been modified for the first set of hover 
experiments to limit motion to the vertical plane. 
There are four sensors that are used in the test bed. setup. The 
first two sensors are potentiometers which measure the helicopter 
altitude and the rotor collective pitch angle, respectively. The 
altitude potentiometer is a single turn 10 KR device, anti the 
collective pitch potentiometer is a I KQ infinite-turn cyclic device. 
Deitails of the connection and use of these devices can be seen in [28] 
and the data acquisition subsection, section 3.3. 
The third and fourth sensors used in our experiments are the 
optical and magnetic tachometers for measuring the rotor speed. 
The optical tachometer uses an infra-red emitter-detector pair to 
sense each tooth of the main rotor gear as it passed by. With some 
interface electronics (level shifter, and low pass filter) we are able to 
gel: a fairly stable count value for the number of teeth going by in a 
given period of time. There is one major drawback to using this type 
of sensor and that is the resolution. For example, if we read the 
count value every 10 ms, and the rotor moves at 140 radls we 
would expect 20.05 teeth to pass the sensor (90 teeth per 
revolution). Our resolution, therefore, would be approximately 1 
part in 20 or f 7.00 radls. This is far too coarse to be able to tightly 
control the rotor speed. We can improve the accuracy by timing over 
longer periods of time, but we really shouldn't go slower than our 
servo update rate (20 ms) or the data will not be current. Another 
way to improve the resolution is to average over several speed 
values. This is the approach that we finally adopted, anti by 
averaging over 4 calculations we were able to close the speed control 
loc1p. 
To improve our resolution we implemented the hall-effect 
tachometer approach. This consisted of mounting a singlle magnet on 
the motor shaft (which rotates 9 times faster than the rotor), and 
then using the output signal as the input to a frequency to voltage 
converter. The output of the F/V converter is sent through a lowpass 
filter into one of the analog input channels of the anaIog board. For 
calibration purposes we found it useful to keep both tachometers in 
pla.ce. The hall-effect tachometer approach is currently being used 
for data acquisition. 
3.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter we have described the current test bed system 
for flight control experimentation in the Real-time Robot Control 
Lal~oratory. This experimental apparatus has been set up so that few 
modifications should be required as the project is extended to the 
conltrol of the other flight axes. 
CHAPTER N: CONTROLLER DESIGN 
4.0 Introduction 
In this chapter we will describe the various controllers that 
weire investigated and implemented for flight control of our 
mir~iature helicopter test apparatus. As mentioned in the 
introductory chapter, the control of helicopters has received a great 
deal of interest recently due to the need for better control and 
reduced workload for pilots, in particular, when flying during poor 
conditions. For the work presented in this thesis, we have primarily 
limited our control design efforts to control of vertical position in 
hovering flight. 
This chapter will be divided into three main sections. In 
section 4.1 we will describe efforts to linearize our nonlinear model 
presented in chapter I1 and to design various pole placement and 
opt:imal state feedback controllers based on this linearized model. 
Both simulation and flight test results will be presented. In section 
4.2 we will investigate the use of neural network control techniques 
for hovering flight. In that section we describe the neural network 
adaptation scheme and controller performance in simulati.on and in 
flight tests are given. In each of these two sections the appropriate 
theoretical background for the particular control design technique 
will be described and proved when necessary; the basic block 
diagram describing the control law will be given fol1owe:d by 
sirnulation and flight test results. Section 4.3 presents a discussion of 
the successes and downfalls of these controllers and sorne 
recommendations for future control designs. 
4.1. Linearized Control of Nonlinear Svstem~ 
In this section we will discuss how linearization techniques can 
be used to replace a nonlinear system with a linear approximation of 
that system about a given operating point. This is motivated by the 
ability to use well developed linear control design techniques to 
obtain our control law. It is also motivated by the fact that many 
noinlinear systems are linear within some range of a given operating 
point. This technique will then be used to linearize the helicopter 
dynamic model so that pole placement techniques and optimal 
coiltrol techniques can be used to design the linearized control laws. 
Once tested in simulation these techniques were then implemented 
on the helicopter for real-time flight control tests. 
4.1.1 Linear Approximation of a NonIinear System 
Consider the following general nonlinear system equation 
-. - 
where x'; Rn, u E Rm, and f E R", which can be also written as 
for i = 1, 2, ..., n. We can obtain the set of operating points, zo and Go, -. 
4 -. 
by setting z = 0 and solving f(xo,uo) = 0. In particular, we are 
interested in determining those operating points which represent 
coilstant equilibrium states and inputs of the system. For example, a 
helicopter hovering at a fixed height above the ground with a fixed 
rotational velocity would be such an constant operating point. Once 
these operating point(s) have been determined, we need to linearize 
the nonlinear system about one of these points. First we will perturb 
the system from its equilibrium state. As a result we will get, 
If fi(2;) (i=1,2,..,n) are differentiable functions, we can use Taylor's 
series expansion to get, 
where the partial derivatives are evaluated at the operating point 
-. -. 
(xo,uo). If we assume that the perturbation is relatively small, the 
higher order terms (H.O.T.) can be neglected and we get the 
following: 
afi ' -- 
durn 
-- 
h r n -  
which can be written as, 
d - -. -Ax = AA; + BAu 
d t 
where A; and A; are the perturbation from the operating states ;o 
-. 
and uo, respectively. Note, that A and B are constant matrices since 
the partial derivatives are evaluated at the operating point. 
4.1.1.1 Linearization of the Helicopter Dynamics in Hoveir 
Consider the following equations of motion for a helicopter in 
vertical flight which have been developed in section 2.2: 
.. 
z = K,CTn2 - g - - K3j2 - K4 (4.1.7) 
where CT = (- 0.032592 + 10.001062 + 0.0614560,p (4.1.8) 
fi = -K5R - K,n2 - K7n2sin 0, + K8uth + % (4.1.9) 
0, = Kid-0.0003 17511,~ + 0.5436 - 8,) - Kl li)c . (4.1.10) 
If we let, 
we  can write the above equations into state space form as shown 
where CT = (- 0.032592 + J0.001062 + 0.061456x,x . (4.1.13) 
Now that the system has been described in state space form, we need 
to find an operating point about which to linearize the system. By 
2. 
setting x = 0, we get the following relationships: 
In order to soIve for the remaining equilibrium states xo3, xo4, uol 
and. uo2, we will need to further specify our system. Since it is 
desired to have our helicopter hovering at a given point, we will start 
by selecting a pitch angIe of xo4 = 7.16. degrees = 0.125 ;radians. 
From experience, we know that this is a good choice to olbtain liftoff. 
This leaves us with three equations and three unknowns (uol, uo2, 
xo3) which can be solved as shown below: 
Once we have selected the desired pitch the remaining states for the 
4 -0 
operating point can be calculated as shown above to get (xO,uO) = ( ~ ~ 1 ,  
XO:!, ~ 0 3 ,  X 0 4 ,  ~ 0 5 ,  uol, uo2) = (desired height in meters, 0 m/s, 138.01 
rad./s , 0.125 rad, 0 rad/s, 1615.18, 1318.84). Note that these results 
were obtained from the parameter estimation and identification 
experiments discussed in section 2.2 for the model expressed in 
equations 4.1.7 - 4.1.10: 
Thr: next step in obtaining a linearized model is to take the partial 
derivatives with respect to ; and ; as shown in (4.1.5) and evaluate 
them at the chosen operating point. The results of taking the first 
order partial derivatives are shown below: 
where,  
and, 
Finally, evaluating the partial derivatives at the chosen 
operating point we get 
which is the linearized model of the nonlinear helicopter model about 
-. -. 
the: operating point (x0,uo) = (xol, X02, X03, k4, X05, Uol, ~ 0 2 )  = (zo, ZO, 
no, eoc, eoc, uoth, u0eC) = (Z meters, 0 mls, 138.01 rad/s , 0.125 rad, 0 
racl/s, 1615.18, 13 18.84). The resulting eigenvalues of the linearized 
system are as follows: 0, -0.10, -1.65, -16.49 and -48.51. If we 
co~~s ider  the eigenstructure, we see that the zero eigenvalue 
co~~esponds  to the response of the vertical position, X I .  Thus the 
vertical position is susceptible to disturbances such as the wind and 
will not damp out these disturbances. Also if subjected to a constant 
height disturbance, the system will become unstable. Disturbances in 
the: other states, however, will slowly damp out. As a result of the 
poor natural response, we will investigate several different linear 
co~ltrol design techniques in order to obtain a well controlled 
response of the states of the system with particular interest being 
pai.d to the vertical position of the helicopter during hover. 
4.1.2 Controller Design for Linearized System: Pole Placrement 
Once we have determined our linearized system model, well 
developed pole placement techniques can be used to determine our 
coritrol law. The first step is to determine the controllab,ility of the 
pair (A,B). Let Q=[B I AB 1 ... I A*-1 B]. If Q is full rank (i.e. 
ran,k(Q)=n), then the system is said to be completely controllable. 
Completely controllable implies that there exists an input u(t), Q 5 t 5 
t i ,  which will drive an arbitrary state x(t0) to an arbitrary state x(tl), 
i.e. drive one state to another in finite time. More simply stated, we 
can find a state feedback control law, ; =G, such that the 
eigenvalues of our system have desired locations (see [6]). Thus we 
call place the systems poles which partially determine the system 
response. If we let A U  = K A x  where K E R ~ ~ ,  we get, 
Thus our linearized system's response will depend on th~e 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A+BK. Recall that we can determine 
the eigenvalues of A+BK from the characteristic polynomial. 
where, A = (hi ,  h2, ... , hn) are the eigenvalues of A+BK. The response 
of the system is then given as, 
where Ri is the eigenvector of A+BK corresponding to the eigenvalue 
Xi  and A% is the original perturbation. The block diagram for such a 
control scheme is shown below. 
Control Law Plant 
L 
Figure 4.1: Linearized State Feedback Control Block Diagram 
If we design K such that A+BK results in a stable system so that 
~T-10  for large time, the system will be stable about the operating 
4.1.2.1 Linearized Hover Control of the Helicopter 
The first thing we will do with our linearized state equations is 
determine the controllability of the pair (A,B) by constructing Q=[B I 
AB; I ... I An-1 B]. 
A quick inspection of the above controllability matrix shows that 
rank(Q)=n=5. Therefore, the linearized state equations defined below 
is completely controllable and thus we should be able to use state 
feedback to obtain the desired response for our linearized system. 
Recall that our linearized system (Equation 4.1.26) is as shown below. 
Our state feedback control law will be A u  =KAx where K is the 
fo:lllowing: 
Usi.ng this state feedback control matrix, we get the expression, 
The next step will be to determine the gains such that A+BK 
will have the desired eigenvalues. The determinant of AI-(A+BK) can 
be determined by using Vaxima on ECN. The resulting characteristic 
equation can be seen in the Appendix D. Next we can choose the 
desired eigenvalues for our system and solve for the state feedback 
gains that will give us that result. For this example we will select the 
eigenvalues at -2, -2, -20, -20, -20 which gives us the fclllowing: 
The main idea here is to place all but two of the poles far enough out 
into the left half plane so that the two remaining poles dominate the 
ove:rall response of the system. Therefore, we would expect our final 
res,ults to have a response like a second order system, (si-2)2. By 
equating the coefficients of the characteristic equations for the 
desired system response with those of AI-(A+BK), we see: that we end 
up with five equations and ten unknowns. The question now is how 
to determine the control parameters of K given that there are 
infinitely many solutions. Since it is typical for he1icopte:rs to control 
vertical position by adjusting the collective pitch and to use the 
throttle only to keep a constant rotational speed, we decided to 
assign values for five of the ten control gains. These weire selected so 
that the input to the throttle was solely based on the error in 
rotational speed. This left the remaining five gains to satisfy the five 
equations obtained by equating the characteristic equations. By 
setting the values of the first row of the gain matrix to dlecouple 
control of the throttle from that of the height and pitch, we remove 
all of the cross terms which allows us to use standard linear algebra 
tools such as those in MatLab to solve for the remaining five control 
gains. By assigning the first row of the control matrix K, we obtain 
the following state feedback control law: 
Recall that the input signals to the servos are pulse widths in 
mic:roseconds and not voltage levels. As a result, the gains in K 
represent the pulse width in microseconds per given state: units and 
thus should not be confused with an analog voltage gains which 
wou~ld make implementation of a gain of 1607.121 3 unrealistic. 
- 4.1.2.2 Simulations 
This state feedback linearized controller was then simulated 
usinlg FORTRAN and IMSL integration routines. Two programs were 
written to simulate the control block diagram shown in Figure 4.1. 
One: of these programs used the linearized system dynamics 
(1insyscntrl.f) and the other used the actual nonlinear system 
dynamics (1ncntrl.f). These simulations assumed that the helicopter 
was already hovering at 0.75 meters above the ground and then at 
time t=O.O a command was given to go up to 1.2 meters. The results 
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Figure 4.3 : Collective Pitch Servo Input During Simulated Hover 
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Figure 4.5: Rotational Velocity During Simulated Hover Control 
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Figure 4.6: Throttle Servo Input During Simulated Hover Control 
From these results we see that there is relatively no difference 
between the response using the linearized model and th'e response 
usi~lg the nonlinear model. This indicates that our linearized model 
is ;a good representation of the nonlinear model about this particular 
ope.rating point. 
There is one thing that we didn't take into account in these 
simulations and that is the input control signals to the servos require 
an integer value. If we look at the control input signals in Figures 
4.3 and 4.6 above, we see the rounding off to an intcger may have a 
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We may have some steady state error problems due to t.he rounding 
off any fine adjustments in the control. 
4.1 ,.2.3 Flight Tests 
In actual flight test experimentation, we had some problems 
with the above designed state feedback controller. The response was 
quite oscillatory and never settled to a final value. The :reasons for 
this seemed in part to due to inaccuracies in the model's parameters 
and. to sensor noise from the collective pitch potentiometer. We can 
see from Figures 4.8 and 4.27 that the coIlective pitch has a 
considerable amount of noise, in particular in Figure 4.27. This will 
cause problems when the collective pitch and the collective pitch 
velocity (which is constructed from the collective pitch d.ata) is 
req.uired for the state feedback control Iaw (K14, K15, K24, and/or K2 5 
n011zero). 
Since helicopter vertical flight is typically handled by keeping 
the rotor speed constant using the throttle and adjusting the 
co1:lective pitch to change the amount of lift developed, we further 
decoupled our controller to reflect this. The throttle was controlIed 
by the error in the rotational speed via K13 and the collective pitch 
was controlled by the error in the height and the vertical velocity via 
K21 and K22, respectively. This removes our dependancc on the 
co1:lective pitch and collective pitch velocities for our feedback 
con.tro1 law. It should be noted here that we have decoupled the 
con,troller to a point where only three control parameters remain. 
Thus at best we can only place three of the five eigenva.lues and 
must settle for the resulting locations of the other two c:igenvalues. 
We: selected the following decoupled control matrix: 
The eigenvalues for A + BK now become, -2.65 +/- 11.17j, -3.74, 
-6.84, and -53.05. As all of the eigenvalues are sufficier~tly far in the 
left half plane and since the collective pitch is not required for the 
state feedback control law, we would expect this control to provide 
an acceptable response to changes in the desired height. 
This controller was then tested using the he1icopte.r test bed 
described in the previous sections. A desired height was selected 
ancl the hover control routine was initialized. The plots following in 
Figures 4.7-4.10 are the results of stepping the desired height from 
0.75 to 1.20 meters while the linearized hover control is activated. 
Note that the desired height was stepped at approximate:ly 0.84 
seconds into the data record. 
From Figure 4.7, we can see that the time of response is quick 
ancl that the helicopter exhibited only a small amount of' overshoot. 
In Figure 4.8 we see that as expected the collective pitch is increased 
when the step in the desired height is applied. This increase in 
collective pitch causes the rotational speed to decrease (:see Figure 
4.9) due to the increased airfoil drag (see the third term of equation 
(2.2.8)) which in turn results in an increase in the throttle servo 
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Figure 4.10: Throttle Servo Input During Hover Control 
From these results, we can see that the time of response is quick and 
that the helicopter exhibited only a small amount of overshoot. The 
on1:y detraction is the steady-state error present in the final height. 
This is a result of not having perfect knowledge of the parameters 
and due to the fact that the controller is based on a linear 
approximation of the nonlinear system. Other factor's that could 
have contributed to this steady state error include the rounding off 
of the control inputs and the ever changing output from the 
conlbustion engine. As mentioned earlier, the engine dynamical 
behavior varies from day to day and sometimes from minute to 
minute depending on the remaining fuel, fuel/lubricant mixture, the 
air/fuel ratio, etc. This makes it difficult to model the engine 
dynamics with precision. As a result, adaptive and various other 
noinlinear controI techniques that don't require perfect knowledge of 
the: plant parameters have been investigated (see section 4.2 on the 
application of neural networks) and should continue to be the focus 
of future control designs. 
4.1.3 Optimal Control Design (Algebraic Riccati Equation) 
In the previous section, we placed the poles of our system by 
equating the characteristic equations and solving the five resulting 
equations for the ten unknowns, K. It was noted that there will be 
infinitely many solutions for each set of desired closed-loop poles. 
Since we have essentially five extra gains to work with, we would 
like to now find an optimal solution for K that will give us the 
desired response at at lower cost in the required input. In order to 
optimize our response we will need to determine a cost function to 
minimize. Let, 
be our cost function where Q and R are weighting functions on the 
states and the inputs, respectively. Select Q to be positive definite 
and. R to be positive semi-definite. The goal here is to determine a 
cointrol law Au = KAx that will minimize the above cost flunction. This 
optimal gain has been shown in several texts (see [I].]-[13]) to be 
wh.ere M is the solution to the Algebraic Ricatti Equation (A.R.E.) 
shown below: 
We can rewrite this equation as 
Foir simplicity, denote the middle matrix by 
Next note that we can multiply (4.1.40) by T-1 on the left and T on 
the right for any nonsingular matrix T€RnXm to get the following: 
If we find matrices T and M such that 
then (4.1.42) will become 
Tht: problem has now been "reduced" to constructing T and M such 
that [TT (MTITr represents the eigenvectors of H. Using MatLab, it is 
a straight forward procedure to determine the eigenvectlors and 
corresponding eigenvalues of H. Let V=[vl, v2, ..., vzn] and A=diag[hl, 
h2 ,.,.., h2n] where vl ,  v2 ,..., v2, are the eigenvectors of H with 
corresponding eigenvalues h i ,  h2, ..., h2, such that 
From Solheim's paper (see [13]), we know that HER 2 n x 2 n  has n- 
eigt:nvalues with negative real parts and n-eigenvalues with positive 
real parts. The eigenvalues are located symmetrically about the 
imaginary axis. Next we will select the n-eigenvector/eigenvalue 
- - 
pairs that have negative real parts to form V = [yl. 72, .... v n ]  and 1\ = 
- 
diabg[X1, %2,..., hn]. Then we will equate [TT (MT)'~ to V and construct 
T and M to satisfy this expression. If we split V into two nxn 
matrices W and Z as shown below 
we see that we can assign T = W and MT = Z. Since T is nonsingular, 
we get 
which is the solution to the A.R.E.. Now that we have solved the 
A.F:.E., all that remains is to calculate the optimal control law 
It j.s important to select n-distinct eigenvaIue/eigenvector pairs with 
- 
negative real parts when forming V. The reason for this is that it 
turns out that the optimal state feedback control system, 
will have eigenvalues equivalent to those used to c0nstruc.t T and M. 
4.1.3.1 Optimal Hover Control of the Helicopter 
The first step here will be to select the state and input 
we:ighting functions, Q and R. For this example we will select Q = 
500*15 and R = 0.25*12 where 15 is a 5x5 identity matrix and 12 is a 
2x2 identity matrix. The only reason for these selections for Q and R 
is that they satisfy the positive definiteness requirements and 
sim~plify the solution of the A.R.E. The choice of Q and R is arbitrary 
as long as the choices satisfy the positive definite and positive semi- 
definite requirements, respectively. This selection of Q and R 
reduces the Algebraic Riccati Equation to 














Next we determine the eigenvaluefeigenvector pairs of H so as to 
select the vectors that will make up 7. Using MatLab, thie 
eigcmvalues of H were determined to be 21.1022, L2.3708, k5.4129, 
L15.6686 and S9.9868. Selecting the 2nd, 4th, 6th, 7th and 10th 
eigenvectors which corresponded to the eigenvalues with negative 
reall parts -1.1022, -2.3708, -5.4129, -15.6686 and -49.9868, we get 
- - - - -  
V =: [;2, vq, vg, v7, v 101. Next we split V to form W and Z as shown 
below 
As shown in the previous section we will assign T  = W and then solve 
M  =: ( M T ~ - '  = ZW-' which gives the following solution for M: 
Finally, we can calculate the optimal feedback control matrix K using 
the following equation: 
For our example, we get 
4.1 ,,3.2 Simulations 
Using the above designed optimal state feedback clontrol matrix 
and the two previously described simulation programs (1insyscntrl.f 
and lncntrl.f), simulations were performed to test this controller. 
These simulations assumed that the helicopter was already hovering 
at 0.75 meters above the ground and then at time t = 0.0 a command 
was given to go up to 1.2 meters. The results can be seen in Figures 
4.1 1-4.15. 
Time (seconds) 
Figure 4.11: Position Step Response Simulation Using Optimal State 
Feed back Controller 
Time (seconds) 
Fj gure 4.12: Collective Pitch Servo Input During Simulated Optimal 
Hover Control 
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Figure 4.13: Collective Pitch During Simulated Optimal Hover Control 
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Figure 4.14: Rotational Velocity During SimuIated Optimal Hover 
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Figure 4.15: Throttle Servo Input During Simulated Hover Control 
From these results we again see see that there is relatively no 
difference between the response using the linearized model and the 
response using the nonlinear model. 
4.1.3.3 Flight Tests 
As with the initial linearized pole placement controller, it turns 
out that the optimal control gains calculated above (see equation 
4.156) require the use of the collective pitch and pitch ve:locity. As a 
result we ran into similar problems when testing these control gains 
on the helicopter. The full state feedback controller seerns to have 
prclblems as a result of inaccuracies in the model's parameters along 
with the noise in the collective pitch sensor. As a result, we were 
unable to successfully implement the optimized control1e:r gains 
derived above. However, it should be mentioned that if the 
collective pitch sensor noise problem is corrected, we be'lieve that we 
will have success similar to that show in Figures 4.7-4.30 using the 
optimal and the pole placement controllers requiring col.lective pitch 
andl pitch velocity derived above. 
4.1 .,4 Conclusions: Linearized Control 
In this section we have discussed one method by which one can 
obtain a linear approximation for a nonlinear system. It should be 
noted that there are many other techniques such as nonlinear 
feetiback cancellation which also can be used to linearize nonlinear 
systems. As mentioned earlier, linearizing nonlinear systems is 
motivated by the ability to use well developed linear corltrol design 
tect~niques like pole placement and optimal control design as was 
shown above. It is also motivated by the fact that many nonlinear 
systems behave linearly about certain operating points. It must be 
stressed though that this linearization method only provides an 
appiroximation for the nonlinear system and is only valid within a 
givein range of the operating point. If we get too far out of this 
range, our approximation will break down and the controller 
designed based on this approximation may no longer be effective. 
This problem will most likely be seen when attempting ito really 
push the system, i.e. to obtain a very fast response. As 1,ong as one 
can live with the imposed limitations, the linearization technique 
described in this report can be a very effective in making available 
well developed linear control design theory to nonlinear systems. 
4.2 Neural Network Control of the Helicopter in Vertical :Flipht 
Neural networks have received a great deal of attention lately, 
especially in the areas of control of unknown systems and pattern 
recognition. In this section we will discuss how to set up and update 
a basic two-layer neural network, also called a perceptron. Then we 
will show one type of on-line control system which is possible using 
neural networks. Finally, we will discuss and show how neural 
networks can improve the controlled response of a miniature 
helicopter in vertical flight by learning and adapting to changes in 
the plant on-line. 
4.2.1 Two-layer Neural Network Construction 
The neural network control strategy that we will discuss in 
following sections is based on a two-layer perceptron. The basic 
diagram for a two layer perceptron can be seen in the fo1,lowing 
diagram. 
Input Layer Hidden Layer 
F:igure 4.16: A Two-layer Neural Network with Hard Nonlinearities 
From the above diagram we see that there are ni inputs to the 
network. These inputs pass through the input Iayer weights, 
W ~ ( n i , n h ) ,  and these weighted inputs are summed at the hidden 
layer junctions to give Y H ( ~ ,  ..., nh) which can be expressed in matrix 
form as 
where (k) represents the values of the particular matrix at the kth 
discrete sampling instant. These values then pass through a hard 
limiting nonlinearity to give Z H ( ~ ,  ..., nh). For the experiments that 
follow, we will use 
- where,  
Once the values for Z H ( ~ ,  ..., nh) are obtained using the operation 
SG:N(-), they are passed through the hidden layer weights, WH(nh,no). 
At each output junction these weighted values are summed to obtain 
the output of the neural network, Yo(l,  ..., no). As with the hidden 
1aye:r output, this can also be expressed in matrix form as; 
In the control strategy we will be using, the neural network 
that will be trained with the inverse plant model. As a rc:sult the 
inputs to the perceptron will be the desired states of the system and 
the outputs will be the corresponding desired equilibrium1 inputs. 
4.2.2 Two-layer Neural Network Adaptive Algorithm 
The adaptive algorithm we will be using for training the neural 
network will be one based on the algorithms described in [14]. The 
update equations used in the adaptive algorithm were th.e following: 
It !ihould be noted that Arf = diag[a(no)] where a(no)  is called the 
reduction factor. We see from the results of Theorem 1 below that 
our choice of A,f will determine the rate and manner in which the 
error vector will converge to zero. More will be said on .this 
following the proof for Theorem 1. 
The:orem 1 (see [14]): Using the above update equations, the 
following error relationship can be derived: 
Prolof (see [14]): For the two-layer perceptron shown in Figure 4.3 
above, the error vector used by the adaptive algorithm is 
Combining this with (4.2.4) we get, 
Next we  would like to look at the change in the error vector from the 
k to the k+l sampling instant. 
(4.2.10) 
Next, note that from (4.2.6) we have 
Thon by recalling that from (4.2.1) that Y H ( ~ )  =[w*(k)FX and by 
applying the property that the nonlinear operator satisfies 
D S -  x) = - SGN(x1, we get 
which gives us, 
By substituting the above equation into (4.2.10), we obta.in 
By rearranging (4.2.14) the solution to Theorem 1 becomes, 
Recalling that A,f = diag(a(no)), we can see the importance of 
the selection of the reduction factors, a(no), on the rate and manner 
in which the error vector is reduced using the update equations 
(4.2.5) and (4.2.6). The reduction factor, a(no), normally takes on 
values in the range (0, 2.0). This places the poles of the ;above 
discrete equation within the unit circle and thus we woulld expect the 
perceptron to converge. In our case we limited a(no)  to a range of 
(0.05,0.25). Since the above described adaptation methold uses the 
signum function, sgn(), as an activation function, it does not allow the 
neural net to retain a great deal of its past knowledge. Because of 
this, we have restricted the reduction factors, (0.05,0.25), so as to 
allow the neural network to learn at a slower rate which tends to 
improve its ability to retain past knowledge. Thus, a small value for 
alpha will be used throughout the following sections work:. Alpha 
was chosen to be 0.1. 
4.2,3 Off-line Training of Inverse Dynamics 
Before attempting to implement a control strategy using our 
neural network, it is typically a good idea to do some initial training 
to (obtain a set of weights near the desired results. This training is 
usually done off-line. For the initial training, the followirlg set-up is 
typiically used where the input to the actual plant is not dependant 
on the neural network: 
Fi,gure 4.17: Off-line Training Block Diagram (Widrow, Winter [IS]) 
\ 
Y Master  , U r  
Perceptron 
Although the neural network scheme using the signum activation 
function as described in the previous section does not alllow the 
system to retain a great deal of its past knowledge, it doles allow us 
to retain some of this past knowledge and thus off-line training can 
be used to provide a better set of initial weights to start off with for 
ou:r control experiments. This training is important because if our 
initial weights are far from the operating point the systt:m may 
become unstable, not giving the neural network enough time to 
adapt its weights. A FORTRAN program called trainer.f was written 
which allows us to train the weights of the perceptron bly varying the 
input to the actual plant. We began training the neural network by 
taking an initially random set of weights and training the weights to 
the equilibrium inputs for the plant. The results for this can be seen 
in Figure 4.18 below. 
Time (seconds) 
]Figure 4.18: Training Perceptron Weights to Equilibrilum Inputs 
After this we ran the inputs though a series of steps about the 
equilibrium inputs to further train the neural network weights. 
During this training we also took a look at adjusting the reduction 
factor, a, to see how it effects the training of the neural network 
. weights. The results from this can be seen below in Figure 4.19. 
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Figure 4.19: Further Training to Varying Input 
From the above plot, we can see that the neural network reduces its 
error quicker for a = 0.5 than it does for a = 0.1 as would be 
expected from the error equation (4.2.7). However, it should be 
noted that this doesn't necessarily mean that the closer alpha is to 
1.0 the better the neural network will perform. With a higher alpha 
the network tends to forget its past knowledge quicker. We also 
fouind that for the control strategy presented below, a higher value 
for alpha actually detrimental to the transient response and thus a 
sma.ller value such as a = 0.1 actually provided better results. The 
important thing to note here is that the selection of alpha may and 
probably will vary from application to application. As a :result, some 
experimentation with varying the reduction factor may be useful and 
necessary to obtain the best results. Another important: variable 
with neural networks is the selection of the number of internal 
noldes. It is important here to select enough nodes, nh, i:o be able to 
store the required information but not to have so many that would 
result in a waste of memory and processing time on the 
mi~croprocessor. In our case we started with 100 internal nodes, but 
later found that 10 were sufficient for our applications. The exact 
nuinber will again vary from application to application. However, 
from discussions with others who are working on neural networks 
for both control and pattern recognition applications, it seems that 
the number of internal nodes required is not all that large and in 
many cases is on the order of 10. Once again, the number of internal 
nodes and the reduction factor required will vary from application to 
application. 
With the above training complete, we were satisfied that the 
set of weights we had were sufficiently well trained to begin the 
control experimentation. 
4.2,4 Masterislave On-line Neural Network Control 
The neural network control scheme that we will use: is based on 
the linearized controller described in Section 4.1.2. For this control 
scheme though, instead of assuming that we know the inverse plant 
perfectly, we will replace the inverse plant by a neural network that 
rep]-esents the inverse plant. In this particular case, we will update 
the neural network on-line using the masterfslave scheme shown in 
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Figure 4.20: MasterfSlave Control Block Diagram ( k k  [29]) 
The: use of a neural network for the feedforward steady-state 
invt:rse plant will allow the system to adapt to changes i:n the plant. 
As has been mentioned earlier, the helicopter plant changes from 
experiment to experiment and thus an on-line adaptation. approach is 
desiiable to just training the neural net off-line with an adaptation 
scheme that learns betterfretains more of its past "knowledge." 
4.2.5 Simulations 
To test our results, a bench mark trajectory was set up. The 
trajectory was a step from 0.75 to 1.20 meters at 5.00 selconds and a 
step from 1.20 back down to 0.75 meters at 10.00 seconds. This 
tra-iectory will be used to test and compare our simulatioln results to 
those of the linearized control scheme. The first set of tests involved 
an (initially) lightly trained neural network and a highly trained 
neural network versus the linearized control. For these tests a was 
set to 0.1 and the weights were updated every ten sampling periods. 
From the plot below, we can see that although the heavily trained 
network initially provided a little better response than the lightly 
trained neural net, its overall response was slowerlworse than the 
linearized control. 
----- Desired Trajectory 
Linearid Cont~ol 
-... "".,-- Lightly Trained 
Heavily Trained 
Time (seconds) 
Figure 4.21: MasterISlave Neural Network Control Silnulations 
Despite this fact, there are some advantages to using such a control 
scheme. The main thing is that the linearized control scheme 
requires perfect knowledge of the inverse plant (i.e. we must know 
the: equilibrium inputs exactly). But, since the equilibrium conditions 
of the model helicopter being used in the lab change at leach 
respective height due to friction in the stand and change due to 
variations in the output of the engine, it is desirable and necessary 
noit to have to rely on exact knowledge of the inverse steady state 
conditions. The neural network control scheme presented here 
allows us to do this. To show this, we will run a test where neither 
the linearized nor the neural network controllers have perfect 
knowledge of the steady state conditions. For this particular test, we 
chose to adjust one of the parameters of our model for the helicopter 
in hovering flight. In particular, we chose to assume that K8 was 
lower than expected by 0.1% and 0.2%. Note that Kg is tlhe gain on 
the input to the throttle equation (see Chapter 11: Section 2.2 for a 
description of the dynamic model for the miniature helicopter in 
vertical flight). With this modification to the actual plant, we ran 
sirrrulations using both strict linearized control and neural control for 
the given benchmark trajectory as shown in the plots below: 
Desired Trajectory 
1.3 Linearized Control 
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Figure 4.22: MasterISlave Robustness Simulations (0.1 %) 
Time (seconds) 
Figure 4.23: Master/Slave Robustness Simulations (0.2%) 
From these tests, we see that the neural network contro1:ler based on 
the master slave update system is a more robust contro1:ler than the 
linearized controller. The linearized control with imperfect -. 4 
knowledge of the inverse plant (operating point control input, uo(xo)) 
has considerable steady-state error where the neural network 
controlled system adapts well to this ch.ange in the actual plant 
dynamics. This is the main advantage of using a neural controller 
such as the one described above. 
4.2,6 Flight Tests 
This control scheme was then implemented using the test bed 
described in Chapter 111. As with the above simulations, we used the 
updlate scheme described in equations (4.2.5) and (4.2.6) with an 
weight update rate 10 times slower than sampling rate of 20ms and 
a reduction factor of a = 0.2. There were some changes however, 
that had to be made to allow this controller to work in real-time. 
The: main change was to reduce the number of internal nodes to from 
10 to 2. The main reason for this was that in order to make all of the 
calculations required by our neural network control scheme in the 
20nns control interrupt period we needed to reduce the rlumber of 
internal nodes. Second, we reduced the -number of states being sent 
to the neural network. For our flight experiments, it was necessary 
to ,remove the derivative of the vertical position and collective pitch 
velocity states, 2 and 8,. The reason for this was that our sensors do 
not directly measure these states and instead we reconstruct them 
frorn vertical position and collective pitch data by using il first order 
Euler approximation. The main problem here is that there is some 
"noise" on those signals that really make the calculated velocities 
sonlewhat erroneous and extremely noisy. The only way around 
dropping these states from the neural network input would be to 
implement some kind of digital filter to "clean-up" the rtzsulting 
velocities. Since this would only take up more of our precious 
conlputing time it was decided to feedforward only the height, 
rotational velocity (which is directly measured), and the collective 
pitch. This control scheme with the above described modifications 
was then implemented on the real-time flight control test bed as 
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Figure 4.24: Two-layer Neural Network Implemented for Flight Tests 
Our experiment involved initially training the neural network 
weights while the helicopter was under linearized control as 
described in section 4.1.2.3. Once the network was suffic:iently 
trained, the neural control scheme was engaged approxinlately 3.0 
seconds into the data record. After which, a step in the desired 
heig,ht from 0.75 meters to 1.20 meters was entered 8.0 seconds into 
the data record. The results from this experiment can be seen in 
Figures 4.25-4.29 below. 
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Fjlgure 4.25: Position Step Response Using Neural Network Control 
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Figure 4.26: Collective Pitch Servo Input During Neural Network 
Hover Control 
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Figure 4.27: Collective Pitch During Neural Network Hover Control 
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]Figure 4.28: Throttle Servo Input During Neural Network Hover 
Control 
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Figure 4.29: Rotational Velocity During Neural Network Hover Control 
From the first plot (see Figure 4.25), we see that when we switch 
ovt:r to neural network control the neural controller reduces the 
ste'ady-state error present during linearized control. Them when the 
step in the desired height is applied we see that the controlled 
helicopter response is quick and has zero steady-state eirror. 
Unfortunately though it seems to have a great deal of overshoot 
which should be correctable by increasing the damping olf the 
1int:arized controller, K21. As with the linearized control results we 
see that the helicopter obtains its lift by decreasing the collective 
pitch servo input (see Figure 4.26) which increases the collective 
pitch as shown in Figure 4.27. Typically, this increase in the 
collective pitch would result in a decrease in the rotational speed due 
to the increased drag which in turn would be compensated for by 
increasing the throttle servo input. However, in this pa.rticular 
exlperiment we see that the rotational speed and throttle servo input 
have a considerable amount of oscillation (see Figure 4.28 and 4.28). 
This is believed to have been the result of the muffler breaking off 
right before this data was taken. The loss of the muffler reduces the 
back pressure built up in the exhaust system, which affects the 
pel-formance of the engine. From looking at the results iin Figures 
4.2% and 4.29, it appears that the engine has become sluggish as a 
result of this loss of back pressure in the exhaust system and thus 
the resulting rotational velocity is lagging the throttle se:rvo input. 
These experiments will be rerun when the new muffler comes in to 
insure that the muffler breaking off was indeed the causle of the 
0sc:illating response for the rotational velocity. 
4.2.7 Neural Network Control Discussions 
The neural network control results shown here seem quite 
pralmising especially considering the fact that we reduceld the 
nurnber of internal nodes to only 2 and also reduced the number of 
input states to the neural network. A few final notes should be 
made. As mentioned before, attempts to use a larger alpha actually 
resulted in worse and sometimes unstable results. The main reason 
for this would seem to be that the with a larger alpha the weights 
tend to adapt to transients as well as steady-state changes. It 
ap~peared from experimentation that adapting the weights too 
qu ickly during transients combined with the linearized controller 
actually deteriorated the system's overall response. Also it should be 
mentioned that not much experimentation was given to the update 
rate. From past experience, an update rate of one tenth the sampIing 
rate (update the weights every 200ms) was used to assure the that 
updates were discrete with respect to the rest of the coritrol scheme. 
This worked well in simulation and in flight tests and thus was left 
alone. Finally, we should mention a unique adjustment !:hat had to 
be made to the neural network training to get things to work out. 
Since the input to the collective pitch servo has an inverse 
relationship to the collective pitch (i.e. higher pitch servo input 
results in lower collective pitch and vice-versa), the neural network 
was trained the inverse plant with the pitch servo output being 
negative of the actual servo input. This made the relationship 
between the collective pitch and the servo input coming from the 
perceptron proportional (i.e. higher pitch servo input fro:m the neural 
net resulted in higher collective pitch). Without this mo{dification, 
the adaptive algorithm drove the collective pitch servo output of the 
neu'ral network into its extremes and therefore made it impossible to 
traiin the weights. 
4.2,7 Conclusions: Neural Network Control 
There is much still to be learned about neural networks and 
theiir uses in control and pattern recognition applications. In this 
section we have shown just one application of neural networks for 
control purposes and have shown that neural networks can be used 
to :provide robust control of an uncertain system. This ability to 
control a system using neural networks with little or no knowledge 
of ithat system is a very powerful tool. One that we feel will continue 
to ]receive a great deal of attention in the years to come. 
4.3 Conclusions 
In this chapter we have discussed the various control strategies 
that have been investigated for hovering flight control of our 
miniature helicopter. These control techniques included pole 
placement and optimal control design based on a 1inearize:d model of 
the helicopter in hovering flight and neural network control. Other 
control techniques that have been investigated but have not been 
mentioned in this text are minlmax and variable structui:e 
controllers. The minimax controller we investigated was based on 
the work by Corless and Leitmann (see [lo]). With an earlier model 
for our helicopter which was third order this control technique 
worked quite well in simulation. Unfortunately as our understanding 
of the dynamics of our system improved, the model incre4ased to fifth 
order. As a result of these changes to the structure, we were no 
longer able to use this technique. It should be mentioned though 
that this control technique may be possible if an appropriate 
tralnsform can be found for our dynamic model which w:ill reduce the 
nurnber of state equations with nonlinear terms to two instead of 
three. As for work on the variable structure controller, !:his is 
prilmarily being looked into by Mohammed Zribi (see [26]); however, 
we should mention that it doesn't seem too likely that this will work 
on the real system as there are a large number of calculations to 
malke in a short sampling time of 20ms and as the success of this 
con~troller is highly dependent upon the parameters of th.e system for 
whiich we really only have nominal values. The controllers we have 
implemented so far have worked out rather well. Both ithe linearized 
and the neural network controllers have provided excellent results in 
actual implementation as can be seen from the flight tesit results 
reported above. 
CSHAPTER V: SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMIlNDATIONS 
5.0 Summarv 
We have developed a test bed which consists of an off-the- 
shelf radio control helicopter which has been modified so that it can 
be computer controlled. The helicopter is mounted on a sensor 
equipped test fixture which provides information on the helicopter's 
position and attitude while allowing it to move freely within some 
1im:ited area. In this thesis we have described the hardware and . 
software developed to allow real-time helicopter flight control and 
plant identification. In addition we have proposed a dynamic model 
for the miniature helicopter plant and have used this moldel to design 
vari.ous linearized state feedback controllers and an on-line adapting 
neural network controller for vertical flight. These contl:ollers have 
been implemented in computer simulations and then were 
experimentally tested on the test stand: 
5.1 Conclusions 
Our work thus far has been successful. We have a test bed 
asse:mbled with all of the required sensors and interfacin,g for real- 
time helicopter flight control experiments. To a certain extent this 
test bed system already has in place some of the requirt:d interfacing 
for expansion to control of the other flight axes: roll, pitch and yaw. 
All that will be required is the design of various sensors to obtain the 
necessary feedback on the helicopters attitude in vertical flight. We 
have proposed a model for the helicopter in vertical flight and have 
successfully designed and implemented various linear and nonlinear 
controllers for hover position control. These results show promise 
for the future goal of autonomous flight. 
5.2 Recommendations 
To this date, the emphasis has been on obtaining a test-bed for 
nonlinear flight control designs based on a well defined and verified 
motlel of the system. As has been mentioned in Chapter I1 and 
perjiodically throughout the text, the combustion engine and 
unn~odelled effects of the flight stand present problems :for obtaining 
this well verified model. 
From here there are two directions in which this project can 
proceed. The first is to switch over to an electric motor propulsion 
system as has been done by Kienitz, et a1 [24] and others working on 
miniature helicopters including a group at MIT. As mentioned 
earlier though, this will limit autonomous flight capabilities by 
requiring the helicopter to either carry its own power supply or be 
tethered to a power supply on the ground. Although switching to an 
elec,tric motor will resolve the modelling problem, it will essentially 
limit future work to flying on the stand, or very near the ground. 
This would provide for a more interesting test bed for the design and 
implementation of nonlinear controllers than the commorl robotics 
manipulator test bed. However, it would be unpractical in the sense 
that the helicopter wouId be stuck on a stand which is ncl way near 
its possibIe applications for surveilIance, etc. 
As a result, it is recommended that future work on the real- 
time heIicopter flight control project proceed in the second direction 
which is to push for autonomous flight while not struggling with 
obtaining an "exact" nonlinear model for the entire system. It is felt 
that it will still be important to study and attempt to form the basic 
stru.cture of this model in order to obtain a good understanding of 
the full dynamic model for helicopter flight, in particular the lateral 
and longitudinal axes. However, instead of spending a lot of time 
identifying the parameters of the model, more time should be spent 
designing the required sensors and on-board microprocessors that 
wi1.l. be required for autonomous flight control. Also, instead of 
applying some of the more computationally and model dependant 
nonlinear controllers, PID controllers should be wrapped around the 
vari.ous control axes. Neural controllers could also be effective. 
However, for on-board control the required number of computations 
even for a greatly reduced network with a small number of internal 
nodes will probably make this type of control scheme impractical. 
PIDl controllers provide relatively good control at a low cost in 
corrlputational time which will be necessary for autonomous flight. 
The only downfall of this strategy is that it takes away from the 
mathematical and theoretical side of the control design pirocess and 
makes the control design more of a trial-and-error process. Despite 
this fact, it would seem that if any sort of practical/useful product is 
to come out of this research in the future, the second direction is the 
wa:y to go. 
It is also recommended that in either direction the project 
prclceeds that a new compiler and microprocessor system be used. 
The current Omnibyte system is relatively old and has seen a lot of 
use:, especially considering the number of internal modifications that 
have been made to it. The compiler for this system is not well 
documented and is noticeably different than that of ECN which 
results in a lot of time spent trying to work out "bugs" to code which 
has been proven in simulation on ECN. This results in a lot of 
downtime and much aggravation which can be done without. Also, 
when designing or switching over to a new system, attention should 
be paid to the required sensor signals that will need to be processed 
in addition to the control signals which must be sent out for 
autonomous flight. By planning ahead this should enable everything 
to be taken care of in one design phase so that it is not necessary to 
go through and make more hardware changes later which just result 
in more wear and tear on the microprocessor. 
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APPENDICES 
Option: Description 
'ST: Reinitializes the system by calling init(). 
'1': Increases the throttle servo input pulse width by 5. 
'2': Decreases the throttle servo input pulse width by 5. 
'9': Increases the collective pitch servo input pulse width by 5. 
'0': Decreases the collective pitch servo input pulse ,width by 5. 
'k' . Enter desired control gains for state feedback control 
matrix. 
'w ' : Set hover equilibrium conditions for rotational speed, 
collective pitch, throttle servo input and collective pitch 
servo input. 
'r' : Reset desired vertical height in meters. 
'h': Toggles microprocessor control of hover. When activated, 
the menu prints out onto the screen that it is "ON." If the 
neural control flag is not set, then the controlller will be a 
linearized state feedback controller where the controller 
is set using option 'k.' 
'n' : Toggles neural network hover controller. When activated 
this also prints to the screen that it is "ON." Also note 
that this selection will also turn on the hover control flag 
and the train neural network flag. 
Toggles the train neural network flag. When activated, 
the menu will indicate so by printing "Current:ly: ON" 
instead of "Currently: OFF." When we use thi.s option the 
code will prompt the user to set the desired reduction 
factor (alpha), the update rate and the number of 
desired internal nodes. 
Throttle or collective pitch step response test. This option 
will prompt the user to enter the step size, select the 
data space (allows the user to store two sets of step 
responses for a single upload of data), and finally to 
select whether the step response will be for the throttle 
or the collective pitch servos. Note that the s,toreflag is 
automatically at the initiation of the step response so 
that the first line of the data record contains time t=O.O 
for the response. 
'g' : The set helicopter on the ground option sets the desired 
height to the ground and then shuts off the i.nterrupts by 
calling reset(). 
' P ' This option prints out the states of the system: height, 
rotational speed, collective pitch, throttle servo input and 
collective pitch servo input. Also note that when the 
train neural network flag has been activated the print 
option will also print out the neural network output so 
that the user can see how well trained the network is 
before activating neural network control of hover. 
Id':: This option turns on the data acquisition and storage 
functions in the control interrupt routine, ctl:isr.c, 
t u ~  #, This option will initiate the uploading of data to ECN. First 
it will call reset() in order to turn off all inte:rnupts. 
Then it prompts the user to select a name for the file to 
be written on ECN and also to select the starting and 
ending points of the record as well as the rate of upload. 
The rate of upload is useful as the upload procedure 
takes a considerable amount of time to uploati even 20 
seconds of flight data. Note that the routine then 
prompts the user to strike an 's' to start the upload and 
switch the download box to Micro-to-Host. 
h e n d i x  B: Listing - of Real-time Control Code 
Program Name Page 
/* menu2.c is a supervisory routine that will allow control of the 
hover position. The routines allow interactive contrlol of the 
helicopter position as well as data acquisition of the position, 
velocity, and rotational speed of the helicopter while flying. 
This will also provide an upload routine for storing data into a 
file on the host. 
LAST UPDATED : 06-28-91 
* / 
#define NUMB 1000 /* # data points to upload (20sec @ 20ms 
per) *I 
#define ZGROUND 0.53848 /* minimum height of the stand */ 
#define ZMAX 1.3335 /* maximum height of the stand 'F/ 
/* 'Timer latch addresses for each servo * / 
#define servo1 Oxff8005 
#define se rvo2  Oxff8009 
#define se rvo3  Oxff8OOd 
#define se rvo4  Oxff8015 
#define se rvo5  Oxff8019 
/* 14Jominal servo pulse width settings. Ox05f0 => 1520 us pulse 
width which is the manufacturer's spec for nominal pulse width. 
Nominal pulse width corresponds to nominal position setting. */ 
#define noml Ox05fO 
#define nom2 Ox05fO 
#define nom3 Ox05fO 
#define nom4 Ox05fO 
#define nom5 OxO5fO 
/* Physical constants from test stand (arm) geometry */ 
#define k l  43.6875 
#define k2 1 9.5 
#define C1 57.2957795 1 
/* Set up global variables and data storage arrays */ 
float z W M B ] ,  zdot[NUMB], w[NUMB], 
ptc.hin[NUMB],pitch[NUMB],throttle[NUMB]; 
float zdesired = ZGROUND; /* desired hover height * / 
float weq = 138.0; /* equilibrium omega for linearized model*/ 
float pitcheq = 0.125; /* equilibrium pitch for linearized model */ 
int pos I eq=1400; /* equilibrium throttle input - 1nc:ntrl */ 
int pos5eq=1730; /* equilibrium pitch input - lncntrl model * /  
float xeq[6]; /* storage vector for equilibrium states */ 
int ndat = 0; /* # of data points currently taken */ 
int rate = 1; /* uploads every rate(th) point in data record */ 
int strtnumb=l; /* starting number for data upload * / 
int endnumb=NUMB; /* ending number for data upload * / 
int storeflag = 0; /* data storage trigger: O=no store, l=store */ 
int hvrflag = 0; /* toggles hover controller O=off, l=on * / 
int half = 1; /* selects which half of the data space to use */ 
float omega = 0.0; /* rotor speed * / 
int count = 0; /* current tooth count by optical sensor * / 
int lastrpm = 0; I* last tooth count by optical sensor * /  
int runsum = 0; /* running sum of last 4 optical tooth counts */ 
int rpmrec[4] = 0; /* record of last 4 tooth counts by opt sensor */ 
float zlast = 0.0; /* previous vertical height * / 
float angle1 = 0.0; /* collective pitch angle * / 
float angle2 = 0.0; /* elevation angle * / 
float ptchpos; /* actual position of pitch servo (in radians) */ 
/* initialize variables for neural network control */ 
float wi[6] [I 1]=0.0; 
float wh[11] [3]=0.0; 
float my[l l]=5.0; 









int neurcn trlflag=O; 
int q=O; /* number of sampling periods since last update */ 
int uprate=lO; /* rate for adjusting neural network weights */ 
int nnodes=2; /* number of internal nodes for neural network */ 
/* global controller gains for linearized controller */ 
float K11= 0.0, K12= 0.0, K13=10.0, K14=0.0, K15=0.0; 
floeat K21= 385.3800, K22= 272.1 155, K23= -107.5213; 
flo'at K24=20673.473, K25= 201 8.052; 
/* Current servo positions. VaIues correspond to the cu:rrent servo 
pulse width expressed in microseconds. */ 
int curposl = noml, curpos2 = nom2, curpos3 = nom3; 
int curpos4 = nom4, curpos5 = nom5; 
/* Step sizes for incrementing servo positions. Values correspond 
to the number of microseconds by which to increase or decrease 
the current servo pulse width */ 
int incl = 5, inc2 = 20, inc3 = 20; 
int inc4 = 20, inc5 = 5; 
main() 
( 
char input = ' ', thrtcmd = ' '; 
char filename[20]; 
float height=O.O; 
int qq,ss 1 ,ss2,m,b,ssize=lOO,select; 
float desptch; 
int i; 
/* :Initialize the input and hidden layer weights */ 
for(i=l ;i<=l O;i++) 
{ 
\vh[i][l] = 288.799; 




vvi[l][i] = 0.986904; 
vvi[2] [i] = 0.92921 0; 
vvi [3] [i] = 1.032520; 
vvi [4] [i] = 1.032520; 









/* initialize servos, intrpt timers, & intrpt 




case ' ': 
pr in t  f ( "\n\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n\r " ) ; 
printf(" Q = quit space = print menu\nlW); 
printf(" .................................................. 
9 
printf(" H E L I C O P T E R  C O N T R O L M r " ) ;  
printf(" S = start up re-initialization\n\rl'); 
printf(" 1 = throttle up 9 = pitch u p h " ) ;  
printf(" 2 = throttle down 0 = pitch down1u2n"); 
pintf(" ................................................ 9 
printf(" S O F T W A R E  C O N T R O L W r " ) ;  
printf(" k = Enter desired controller ga insh" ) ;  
printf(" w = Enter desired weq, pitcheq, posleq dt 
pos5eq\n\rU); 
printf(" r = reset desired height\nlW); 
if(hvrflag==O) 
printf(" h = Toggle hover control (Currently: OFl?)L\n"); 
else 
printf(" h = Toggle hover control (Currently: ON )L\nn); 
if(neurcntrlflag==O) 
printf(" n = Toggle neural net hover control (Currently: OFF) 
L\n "); 
else 
printf(" n = Toggle neural net hover control (Currently: ON) 
L\nU); 
if(trainflag==O) 
printf(" t = Toggle neural net training (Currently: OFF) 
L\n "); 
else  
printf(" t = Toggle neural net training (Currently: ON) 
bh" ) ;  
printf(" s = Throttle and pitch step response\nlW); 
printf(ll g = Set helicopter on the ground h b " ) ;  
printf(" **********************************************%v1). 
printf(ll D A T A  A C Q U I S I T I O N W " ) ;  
9 
printf(" p = print data to the screenhb"); 
printf(" d = data acquisition routinebb"); 




Enter Command -"); 
break; 
case 'S': /* start up routine */ 
prin tf('lr Re-initialized Enter Command - "); 
init(); /* initialize all of the interrupts */ 




curpos 1 = curposl + incl; 
srvodrv(servo1, curpos 1); 
break; 
case '2': 
curposl = curposl - incl; 
srvodrv(servo1 ,curpos 1); 
break; 
case '9': 




curpos5 = curpos5 + inc5; 
srvodrv(servo5 ,curpos5); 
break; 
case 'k': /* Enter desired controller gains */ 
printf('lnlEnter controller gains: [Kl 1 ,K12,K13,K14,K15]? "); 
scanf("%f %f %f %f % f  ,&K1 1,&K12,&K13,&K14,&K15); 
printf('kEnter controller gains: [K21,K22,K23,K24,K25]? "); 
scanf("%f %f %f %f %f8,&K21,&K22,&K23,&K24,&K25); 
printf('lnlThe new control matrix is:WnU); 
printf("[Kll K12 K13 K14 K15]:L.1kW); 
printf(" [%f %f %f %f %fJ\r"\n",Kll,K12,K13,K14,Kl:5); 
printf("[K21 K22 K23 K14 K151:bk"); 
printf(" [%f %f %f %f %fJWnW,K21,K22,K23,K24,K2:5); 
printf('IrL.1 Hit Space Bar to Return to Main Menuf.rL.1"); 
break; 
case 'w': /* Set hover equilibrium */ 
printf('IrL.1L.1 weq = %f (radls) New weq = ",xe8q[3]); 
scanf("%f,&xfq[3]); 
printf('IrL.1 pitcheq = %f (rad) New pitcheq = ",xeql[4]); 
scanf("%f',&xeq[4]); 
printf('Vn posleq = %d New posleq = ",posleq); 
scanf("%d",&posl eq); 
printf("Mn pos5eq = %d New pos5eq = ",pos5eq); 
scanf("%d" ,&pos5eq); 
printf('IrbL.1 Hit Space Bar to Return to Main M e n u b " ) ;  
break; 
case 'h': 
/* Hover Control Routine */ 




/* Neural Network Hover Control Routine */ 
neurcntrlflag = !neurcntrlflag; /* Set flag for neural net 
control */ 
if (neurcntrlflag== 1) 
( 
trainflag=l ; 




/* Set up training of neural network weights */ 
printf('lrb alpha = %f New alpha = ",alpha); 
scanf("%f",&alpha); 
printf('lrh uprate = %d New uprate = ",uprate);, 
scanf("%dn,&uprate); 
printf('kb # internal nodes = %d New nnodes = " 
,nnodes); 
scanf("%d",&nnodes); 




/* Reset Desired Height */ 
printf('lrh Enter Desired Height (0.5385 to 1.3335 
meters):"); 
printf("\r\n\r\nPresent Height Setting: %f'\n",xeq,[ 1 I); 
printf('lr\n New zdesired ="); 
scanf("%f",&xeq[l I); 
if(xeq[l]>ZMAX) xeq[l] = ZMAX; 
if(xeq[ 1 ]<.GROUND) xeq[ I. ] = ZGROUND; 
printf('lrh Hit Space Bar to Return to Main M e n u h " ) ;  
break; 
case 'g': /* Routine to land the helicopter and idle the motor */ 
printf("hL\n\rGround and idle the Helicopter routine 




case 'sf: /* Start step response Routine and take data */ 
printf('lr 
printf('lrEnter Step Size: "); 
scanf(" %dn ,&ssize); 
printf('lr 
prin tf('lrSe1ect data space 1 =(0-499) 0=(500-999): "); 
scanf("%dW ,&select); 
half=l; /* default, puts data in lower array half */ 
if (select==O) half=2; /* set flag; store in upper mray half */ 
ndat=(half-1)*500; /* reset ndat; write new data over old */ 
printf('k "1; 
printf('lrSe1ect ptch (0) or throttle (1) step response : "); 
scanf("%d",&select); 
storeflag = 1; /* set flag to start data storage */ 
if (select==O) curpos5 = curpos5 + ssize; 
else curposl = curposl + ssize; 
break; 
case 'p': /* Print out immediate data */ 
angles(&omega,&angle2,&ptchpos); 
height=O.O254*(k2+k 1 *sin(angle2)); 
printf("%f %f %f %d %dLL.l",x[l.],x[3],x[4),curpos 1 ,curpos5); 
if (trainflag== 1) 
{ 
printf("Neura1 Output: %f --> %d I %f --> %d\nlW,ur[l], 
curpos 1 ,-ur[2] ,curpos5); 
1 
break; 
case 'P': /* Print out and average stored data */ 
printf('lnlEnter Start and finish -"); 




w [O]=w [O]+w [qq] ,ptchin[O]=ptchin[O]+ptchin[qq] ; 
throttle[O]=throttle[O]+throttle[qq]; 
pitch[O] =pitch [O]+pitch[qq]; 
printf('k%f %f %f %f % h " ,  z[qq), w[qq], pitchrqq], 
throttle[qq], ptchin[qq]); 
break; 
case 'd': /* Start Data Acquisition Routine */ 
storeflag=l ; /* Set flag to start data storage */ 
ndat=O; /* reset ndat */ write new data over 
half=2; /* write new data over old */ 
printf('lrData Acquisition Initialized"); 
break; 
case 'u': /* Upload Data to Host */ 
reset(); /* shuts off data taking and control interrupts */ 
printf('ln\rEnter the filename for the data to be stored: "); 
getline(filename, 19); 
printf("F1LENAME: % s h "  ,filename); 
strtnumb= 1 ; 
endnumb=NUMB; 
printf('lr\n Enter the starting point (default is 1): "); 
scanf("%d",&strtnumb); 
printf('lr\n Enter the ending point (default is %d): ",NUMB); 
scanf("%dn,&endnumb); 
if (endnumb > NUMB) endnumb=NUMB; 
if (strtnumb > endnumb) strtnumb = endnumb; 
printf('lr\n The present rate of -upload is set at: %d'\nn, 
rate); 
printf('lr\n Enter the desired rate of upIoad: "); 
scanf("%dW,&rate); 
if(ratec1) rate = 1; 
upload(strtnumb,endnumb,z,w,pitch,throttle,ptchin,filename); 




printf(lr1nvalid Command, try again Enter Comrnand -"); 
break; 
1 




** S U B R O U T I N E S  
* / 
/ * 
** The subroutine 
** upload(ndat1 ,ndat2,datal ,data2,data3,data4,data5,.Filenarne) 
** will perform a data upload to the host system. 
** Parameters list: 
** datal, data2, data3, data4, data5: data arrays to be uploaded 
** ndatl: starting number of data to be uploaded 
** ndat2: ending number of data to be uploaded 
** filename: the desired output filename in the host system 
* / 
up1 oad(ndat1 ,ndat2,datal ,data2,data3,data4,data5,filenaime) 
long ndat 1 ,ndat2; 
f1oa.t *data1 ,*data2,*data3,*data4,*data5; 
chair *filename; 
( int i, j, k; 
char c, str[256]; 
]printf('kbPress <s> to start and then switch to 'Micro t.o Host' 
or <q> to q u i t b " ) ;  
~vhile((c=getchar()) != 's' && c!='ql); 
if (C == 'q') return(0); 
for(i=Oxfffff;i;-4); 
:;printf(str,"cat > %sW,filename); /* create filename */ 
gating-out(str); /* gating out the string char by char */ 
fpu tc(lnl,stdou t); 
gets(str); /* exhaust the returned prompt */ 
f'or(i=Oxfff;i; -4); 
j=:O; 
for(k=ndat l;k<ndat2;k++) { /* Print data */ 
;i++; 
if (j == rate) 
( 
sprintf(str,"%f %f %f %f %f\nLW,*datal,*data2,*data3,*data4, 
*data5); 









/* notify uploading finished */ 
gating-out("Up1oading finished. -----> Please switch back to 
'Micro' \n "); 
fputc(lD04',stdout); I* close the filename */ 
gets(str); /* exhaust the returned prompt */ 
for (k=Oxfffff;k; k--); 
1 




for (; *s; st+) { 
fputc(*s,stdout); 
while (fgetc(stdin) != *s); /* exhaust the echo ch,ar */ 
9 
, This routine initializes a11 of the counterltimers as well as 
, setting up the necessary interrupt vectors for the interrupt 
, service routines. It also contains the assembly language 
, portions of the interrupt service routines. 
9 . LASTMODIFIED: 02-20-91  
; Location of mother board counter control registers 
ctrll = OxO3ff61 
ctrl2 = Ox03ff63 
ctrl3 = OxO3ff61 
; Location of mother board count registers 
msbl = Ox03ff65 
lsbl = Ox03ff67 
msb2 = Ox03ff69 
lsb2 = Ox03ff6b 
msb3 = Ox03ff6d 
lsb3 = Ox03ff6f 
; Mother board counter mode settings 
set2 = 0x33 ; continuous, 16 bit, E clk, output enabled 
; init on gate or write to timer latches, access CR1 
set3 = 0x82 ;continuous, 16 bit, E cIk, 
;initialize on gate or write to latches 
; Timer register count settings 
hilOms = 0x27 
lolOms = 0x10 
hi20ms =Ox4e 
lo20ms = 0x20 
hicount = Oxff 
locount = Oxff 
; Expansion board control register addresses 
ectrll = OxOff8OOl 
ectrl2 = OxOff8003 
ectrl3 = OxOff8OOl 
ectrl4 = OxOff8Oll 
ectrl5 = Oxoff8013 
ectrl6 = OxOff8Oll 
; Expansion board timer latch addresses 
emsbl = OxOff8005 
elsbl = OxOff8007 
emsb2 = OxOff8009 
elsb2 = OxOff800b 
emsb3 = OxOff8OOd 
elsb3 = OxOff8OOf 
emsb4 = Oxoff8015 
elsb4 = Oxoff8017 
emsb5 = Oxoff8019 
elsb5 = OxOff8Ol b 
emsb6 = OxOff8Old 
elsb6 = OxOff8Olf 
; Expansion board timer mode settings 
esetl = Ox4d 
eset2 = 0 x 4 ~  
eset3 = Ox4d 
eset4 = Ox4d 
esed = 0 x 4 ~  
eset6 = Ox7d 
; Null pulse width setting 
ehinull = Oxfa 
elonull = OxOf 
; ;!O ms count setting 
ehi20ms = Oxd8 
elo20ms = Oxef 
; :[nterrupt level 5 for controller interrupts 
vector2 = 29 
; the addresses of pial (A & B) w.r.t. its peripheral reg. A 
p i a l  = Ox3ff40 
pial-A = pial 
pia 1 -B = pial+2 
move.1 #-sisr2,vector2*4 ; interrupt vector points to 
; controller ISR 




m0ve.b #esetl ,ectrll 












; Load expansion board timer registers on second chip 
m0ve.b #ehinull,emsb4 
m0ve.b #elonull,elsb4 




; Iyntialize the mother board counters 
m0ve.b #0,ctrl2 ; sets flag to access CR3 
move. b #set3,ctrl3 ; sets counter mode (see above) 
move. b #set2,ctrl2 ; sets counter mode (see above) 
; sets counter mode (see above) 
; sets count value in latches 
; and starts counting 
; sets count value in latches 
; and starts counting 
; sets count value in latches 
; and starts counting 
r t s  
- sisr2: 
; Data taking and control functions: interrupt level 5, ctr #3 
movem.1 /do-d7/aO-a6/,-(sp) ; save registers 
m0ve.b #hi20ms,msb3 ; sets count value in latches 
move. b #lo20ms,lsb3 ; resets output & starts counting 
jsr -ctlisr ; Jumps to C-lang portion of isr 
movem.1 (sp)+,/aO-a6fd0-d7f ; restore registers 
r t e  
Subroutine that contains the data acquisition and storage 
routines. It will allow us to take data at any time and also 
allow us to control the pitch and throttle settings from the 
keyboard. Ct1isr.c also contains the code to close several types 
of omega and position loops. Toggling omega control and 
selecting the various controllers is done by setting the 
appropriate flags in menu2.c. 
LAST UPDATED : 06-30-91 
* / 
#de:fine NUMB 1000 
#define servo1 Oxff8005 
#define servo5 Oxff80 19 
#define k l  43.6875 
#define k2 19.5 
ctlisr() 
{ 
extern float zdesired, pitcheq; 
ex tern float omega, weq; 
extern int ndat, storeflag, hvrflag,half; 
extern float z[], zdot[], ptchin[] , pitch[], w[], throttle[]; 
extern int curposl, curpos2, curpos3, curpos4, curpos5; 
extern int posleq, pos5eq; 
extern float angle2, ptchpos; 
extern float K11, K12, K13, K14, K15, K21, K22, K23, K24, K25; 
extern float zlast; 
extern int trainflag, neurcntrlflag, uprate, nnodes, q; 
extern float xeq[], my[], yy[], wi[6][11], wh[11][3], mz[], ;sz[]; 
extern float url:], mur[], x[], e[], alpha; 
float delz, deldotz, delpitch,deldotpitch; 
float delw, dell, de15, thrttl, ptch; 
float pitchlast; 
iregister float xsgnx; 
register float temp; 
int i j; 
angles(&omega,&angle2,&ptchpos); 
x[ 1 ] = 0.0254*(k2+k 1 *sin(angle2)); 
:~ [2 ]  = ( ~ [ l ]  - zlast)/0.02; 
x[3] = omega; 
x[4] = ptchpos; 
x[5] = (ptc hpos - pitchlast)/0.02; 
if (storeflag == 1) 
{ 
z[ndat] = x[l]; 
zdot[ndat] = x[2]; 
w[ndat] = x[3]; /* omega */ 
pitch[ndat] = x[4]; 
throttlerndat] = ((float)curpos 1); 
ptchinrndat] = ((float)curpos5); 
ndat++; 
if ( ndat == (half*NUMB/2-1)) 
{ 
printf("Data acquisition complete , 20 seconds of d.ata 
storecMn"); 
st ore flag=O; 
I 
I 
/* Only use height, rotational speed, and collective pitch for neural 
network control input */ 
deldotz = x[2]; 
cleldotpitch = x[5]; 
x[2] = 0.0; 
x[5] = 0.0; 
q=O; 
for(i= 1 ;i<=nnodes;i++) 
{ 
my [i] =0.0; 
for(j= l;j<=5;j++) my[i] += wilj] [i] *xu]; 
1 
for(j=l;j<=nnodes;j++) mzu] = mylj]<O.O ? -1.0 : 1 .O; 
for(i=l ;i<=2;i++) 
{ 
mur [i] =0.0; 
for(j=l;j<=nnodes;j++) mur[i] += whu] [i] *mzlj]; 
1 
e[l] = curposl - mur[l]; 
e[2] = -curpos5 - mur[2]; 
xsgnx=0.0; 
for(i=l;i<=S;i++) xsgnx += x[i]<O.O ? -x[i]:x[i]; 
for(i= 1 ;i<=5;i++) 
temp = x[i]<O.O ? -1.0 : 1.0; 
for(j=l ;j<=nnodes;j++) wi[i] ti] += -2.O*temp*rnylj]/xsgnx; 
1 
for(i=l ;i<=nnodes;i++) 
for(j=l ;j<=2;j++) wh[i] lj] = -wh[i] lj] - mz[i] *elj] *alpha/ 
nnodes; 
1 
if (hvrflag == 1) 
( 
delz = x[l] - xeq[l]; 
delw = x[3] - xeq[3]; 
delpitch = x[4] - xeq[4]; 
dell = K 1 1 *delz+K 12*deldotz+K 13 *delw+K14*delpi tch 
+K1 S*deldotpitch; 
de15 = K2 1 *delz+K22*deldotz+K23 *delw+K24*delpitch 
+K25 *Beldotpitch; 
thrttl = posleq + dell; 
ptch = pos5eq + de15; 
if(neurcntrlflag== 1 ) 
( 
thrttl = ur[l] + dell; 
ptch = -ur[2] + de15; 
1 
if (thrttl > 2200) thrttl = 2200; 
if (thrttl < 1100) thrttl = 1100; 
if (ptch > 2200) ptch = 2200; 
if (ptch < 1150) ptch = 1150; 
curpos 1 =(int)(thrttl); 
curpos5=(in t)(ptch); 
I 
z.(ast = x[l]; 
pitchlast = x[4]; 
srvodrv(servo 1 ,curpos 1); 
srvodrv(servo5 ,curpos5); 
I 
Subroutine that retrieves raw digitized analog signal data, 
and converts that data into floating point measures. 
CALLING PROGRAM PARAMETERS: 
parml: pointer to variable where the hall-effect 
tachometer data is to be stored. 
parm2: pointer to variable where elevation angle 
data is to be stored. 
parm3 : pointer to variable where collective pitch 
angle data is to be stored. 
OPERATION: 
The program has three pointers passed to it that point 
to the location where the calculated values me to be 
stored. It uses the atod assembly language iroutine to 
retrieve the data from the analog board, and then 
calculates the angles with the formulas below. 
Currently : 
potl corresponds to the F to V signal 
pot2 corresponds to the elevation angle 
pot3 corresponds to the collective pitch angle 
LAST MODIFIED: 02-01 -91 
* / 
angles(ang1e 1 ,angle2,angle3) 
float *angle1 , *angle2, *angle3; 
{ 
int potl = 0, pot2 = 0, pot3 = 0; 
at0d.s: 
This subroutine reads three analog channels, performs A to 
D conversions, and saves the results in memory locations ; 
pointed to by passed parameters (C lang variable pointers) 
CALLING PROGRAM PARAMETERS: 
parml : pointer to integer variable 
parm2: pointer to integer variable 
parm3: pointer to integer variable 
Last Modified: 0113 119 1 
base-add = 0xfff700 
.glob1 -atod 
.text 
- ar:od : 
l ink a6,#0 ; create local stack pointer (:LSP) 



















d b r a  
move.1 
r t s  
#base-add,aO 
#base,add+2,al ; seIects starting channel 
#2,d2 ; sets # of channels to be read 
(al)+,dO ; start conversion 
1 (aO),dl ; read status reg. 
#Ox80,dl ; retain only the conversion bit 
wait  ; conversion not done yet 
(al)+,dl ; read channel1 for the rest of A D  value 
#OxOOf,dl ; retain the 4 MSB in 2's complement 
# & d l  ; rotate MSB to upper part of word 
#OxOff,dO ; retain the 8 LSB 
d1,dO ; merge to form one word 
#Ox800,dO ; convert to straight binary 
(a6)+,a5 ; retrieve passed pointer from stack 
dO,(a5) ; save result in passed ptr. loc. 
d2,start 
(a7)+,a6 ; pop oId a6 vaIue from stacli 
; return to calling program 
, Drives a specified servo to a position passed by the calling 
9 program. 
9 
; CALLING PROGRAM PARAMETERS: 
, parml: Base address for the timer latch tha to be updated. 
, DATA TYPE: integer 
9 
9 parm2: The desired position. 
, DATA TYPE: integer 
9 
; OPERATION: 
9 The program pops the latch address and the desired position 
9 off of the stack, then checks to see if the position exceeds 
9 the allowable servo limits. If the commanded posi'tion is 
, within the limits, then the servo is driven to the slpecified 
, position. If the commanded position is outside of ,he limits, 
, then the servo is driven to the closest limit to the 
, commanded position. 
9 




, Constants which set servo limits 
uplim = 0 x 0 9 ~ 4  
lolim = Ox01f4 
- srvodrv: 




9 Compare and set upper drive limit 
move.1 #uplim,dl 
cmpi.1 #uplim,dO 
b ~ l  setlatch 
9 Compare and set lower drive limit 
move.1 #lolim,dl 
cmpi  #lolim,dO 
b m i  setlatch 
, Set to the passed drive position 
move.1 d 0 , d l  
setlatch: 
, Locate and write out upper byte to timer latch 
eori #Oxffff,d 1 
ror # 8 , d l  
m0ve .b  d l  ,(a5) 
, Locate and write out lower byte to timer latch 
rol # 8 , d l  
m0ve.b  d l  ,(2,a5) 
unlk a 6  
r t s  
; reset.s 
? 
9 Shuts down the OMNIBYTE's on' board counters so that they 
9 don't produce interrupts during the upload procetlure. 
ctrll = Ox03ff61 





hlpendix  C: Characteristic Eauation for State Feedback Control 
Matrix: Determinant(hI5-(A+BKl) - 
